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CHANGING TENDENCIES IN THE 'rEACHING OF FORMAL GRAMMAR 
CHAPTER I 
OPINIONS AS '1'0 TRS VALUE OF PORMAL GRAMMAR 
The question as to whether any appreciable 
improvement in the speech and writing of children is 
realized by means of a knowledge of formal grammar is 
debatable. Tlle belief is more or less common among 
educators that formal grammar does not function to a 
degree which justifies the time spent upon it. That the 
dissatisfaction with the subject of grammar, as it is 
taught, is not a problem of recent years ,alone is evident 
from periodical readings throughout the past century. 
Interest in an analysis of grammar text-books, which is 
the subject matter of this dissertation, was occasioned 
by a previous study of the history of the teaching of 
grammar. As one phase of that earlier study, all avail­
able periodical literature on the subject was reviewed. 
These writings, beginning with the year 1859 and extending 
to the present time, inclUde discussions by approximately 
one hundred men and women. The most striking observation 
made from that survey is that, although the readings 
cover a long period of years and the subject is discussed 
from many different points of View, five rather clearly 
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defined theories in regard to the teaching of granll'nar 
manifest themselves throughout the entire per:tod and 
four of them suggest discontent with the extent to which 
practical value is gained from a study of the subject. 
The first of these theories is that progress 
in the study of grar.®mr is hampered because the subject, 
as it is usually presented, is almost universally dis­
liked by pupils. Judgment is frequently passed against 
grammar because -- many of the writers apparently 
believed -- the lifeless character of the subject justi­
fies the pupil in rebelling against it. In 1916 when 
Burgess Johnson spolce of grammar as "the bane of boyhood,,,l 
he was only reiterating what other wri ters had said <,arlier. 
As es.rly as 1859 iN. C. Fowler had written: 
"Nor is there any subject in the curricu­
l1.L1!1 of our lower schools which so generally 
awakens disgust on the part of the pupil. • •• 
The long paradigms conveying no clear ideas, 
and the mass of exceptions overloadin~ the 
rules, make the whole study tedious." 
Recurring frequently throughout the readings are similar 
protests against grammar because of the deadly, mechani­
cal drudgery which its mastery necessitates. Many of the 
articles give evidence that the writers sympathized 
rrammar, line10 ~'B_ane of Boyhood. Harper's 
Magazine, CXXXIV (1916), p. 122. 
2The English Language In' Its Elements and Forms. 
North Ameri.can Review, LXXXIX (1859), p. 244. 
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genuinely with the pupil in the struggle which they 
seeMed to believe he would have to undergo if he were 
ultimately to derive any value from the study of grammar. 
In 1920 Robert Utter made the following corr~ent: 
"The grievance is an ancient one. The 
feeling which would make the grammarie.n' 8 
funeral . a joyful occasion. to most of mankind 
is 80 old that it might almost be an inherited 
instinct. Probably no one knows "just when the 
trouble began. • • • Dogs have terrified cats 
for unnumbered centuries; small wonder if blind 
new kittens bristle at a whiff of the heredi­
tary enemy. Are not nineteen or twenty centuries 
of pedagogical terrorizing almost enough to 
make a new-born child howl at a musty whiff 
of grammar or douEle its fists at the sight 
of a grammarian?" 
The second theory presented is that success in 
the teaching of grawnar is less assured because of the 
fact that many people in t his country do not have high 
ideals in regard to correct and effective speech. On 
numerous occasions throughout the writings the lament 
is made that most atrocious English is often spoken 
without the s lightest compunction of conscience and that 
the teacher is left to struggle alone against the indif­
ference of parents and society at large as well as 
against the lack of interes t on the part of the pupil. 
Typical of t ll is complaint a ga inst careless speech habits 
is the statement of E. r,. Godkin in 1897: 
3The Case P.gainst Grammar. Harper's Ma e;azine, 
CXL (1920), p. 407. 
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"I speak with deliberation when I say 
that there is no civilized country in which 
•••• the people at large •••• pay so little 
attention to their manner of speaking and 
choice of words; in which so much hav~c is 
made with the language in daily use." 
In 1906 Sarah W. Hiestand expressed similar regret when 
she wrote: 
"How is it that with such holy tradi­

tions of duty and dignity, we stand power­

less or struggle hopelessly aga inst the 

tidal wave of coarse, slovenly, low-bred 

language, which is swallowing up our 

children in its flood? Must we see our 

dear English of former days swept under to 

destruction? Or is it possible we are in 

the wrong? Are we too particular?"5 

Thus the writers somewhat consistently maintained that 
the lack of ambition on the part of many of the people 
in this country in so far as their speech is concerned 
is an almost insurmountable obstacle in the teaching of 
grammar. 
The t h ird theory apparent in the writings is 
that correct speech in all cases is very largely the 
result of imitation and habit. ':'lith due respect to 
grarD.Tnar, the wri ters frequently admi t ted that a knowledge 
of grammatical rules does not in any sense assure correct 
English. Recognition is given repeatedly to the belief 
4
The Illiteracy of American Boys. Educational 
Review, XIII (1897), p. 2. 
5S10venly Speaking of English. Nation, LXXXII 

(1906), p. 73. 
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that the English which the child hears is a far greater 
determining factor in his speech than are the text-books 
which he studies. In this c.onnection A. B. Stark made 
the statel'1ent in 1881: 
"Language is learned not by rules but 

by imi ta tion. '1-'he child that never hears 

anything but good English spoken will be 

sure to speak good English without any 

instruction. ,,6 ' 

In 1908 W. H. P. Faunce defined good English in the 
following manner: 
"Good English is a part of courtesy 
and honor and chivalry. It is not conformity 
to rules in a text-book; it is c.onformi ty to 
the gentlest and noblest spirits around us 
and before us. It is the manner in which 
the best men and women approach Oile an9ther 
for intellectual and social exchange." 
'rhen again in 1922 C. H. Mathes commented similarly: 
"The formation of correct and incorrect 
speech habits is almost as purely a matter 
of imitation as the ac.quiring of the earliest 
powers of speech. • •• It is now thoroughly 
established that a child may learn to use 
the language with accuracy, fluency, and a 
certain degree of artistic grace without 
knowing an adjective from a noun 01' a parti­
ciple from a perambulator."S 
6
Teachlng English. Educ~tion, I (1881), p. 494. 
7 
The Humanizing of Study. School Review, XVI 

(1908), p. 494. 

S
The Changing Methods of Instruction in English. 
Education, XLIII (1922), p. 76. 
7 
In like manner, many other writers minimized the value 
of graF~~ar as a guide to correct speech. 
The fourth theory prominent in the opinions 
given in these discussions is that grammar, as it is 
ordinarily presented, is too much an exemplification 
of rules and principles and not enough a study of the 
language as an expression of thought. Frequent com­
plaint is made that too great emphasis is placed upon 
form -- formal rules and definitions -- and not enough 
upon the thought which the pupil wishes to express. 
This dissatisfaction was voiced by W. C. Fowler in 1859: 
"Before English grammar can take its 
place among the sciences, it must have a new 
growth from the germs that lie in the facts 
of the language and it must be allowed to 
spring up unembarrassed by th~ forms which 
other languages may furnish." 
In 1898 H. T. Peck expressed di scontent wi th the met~lOd 
which was employed in the teaching of grammar. He said: 
"English formal grammar, when taught, 
should be far removed from dusty dogmatism. 
As a rule no subject that is taught today 
is so poorly and unintelligently taught as 
English while none is actually so important 
as being the very foundation 8f every 
possib le type of education."l 
9Op. cit., p. 245. 
lO~Vhat Is Good English? Bookman, VII (1898), 
p. 125. 
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Similarly W. H. Cunningham in 1917 made the following 
objection to the usual method of presenting grammar: 
"To begin by ticketing words as parts 
of speech, is to construct a labyrinth, in 
which the child advancing, gets hopelessly 
lost. Yet that is what has been done con­
sistently by text-books on En g lish g rammar, 
following the principles of arrang ement 
employed in teaching Latin: and that, 
largely, is why grammar has always seemed 11 
formal, dry, a nd divested of' real utility." 
In many of the articles the writers protested a gainst 
making grammar a hi g hly technical subj ect with obscure 
terminology and urged the attempt to give the pupil a 
f'eeling for language rather than abstract facts about 
it. 
The fifth theory set forth in the r eadings 
is that a knowled g e of the fundamental principles of 
grammar may an d should be a powerful aid in giving 
effective expression to one's thoughts and in compre­
hending the written and spoken thoughts of oth ers. 
That the study of graL~ar should hold an important place 
in the tra ining of young people is con s istently claimed 
in spite of t h e common belief that a kn owledge of grammar 
will n ot assure correct speech. Most of the writers 
apparently believed in the necessity of t e ach ing grarr~ar. 
'l'hey ma i n tai n ed tha t, although the child's environment is 
the most potent factor in determining his spe e ch, he 
11Grammar As a School Study. Ed ucation, XXXVIII 

(1917), p. 21. 
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needs to know more grammar than he can get by the 
i ndirect method of absorption. 'l'he point is empha­
sized frequently that a knowledge of wha t is correct 
and what is incorrect can no t fail to guide the 
speaker or the writer in expressing his thoughts effec­
tively. It is asserted also that a knowledge of grammar 
will serve as a d irect aid in the interpretation of the 
thoughts of others and is the SurBst guarantee of intelli­
gent reading. On this subject F. A. Barbour wrote in 1896: 
"Closely connected with, indeed quite 
inseparable from, t h is analytical insight into 
the structure of sentences, is its educational 
value in giving the mind the power to i n terpret 
all thought which is difficult to understand. 
The moment such analysis is extended beyond 
simple sentences to those which are long and 
complex it is little else than the formal 
interpretation of the thou~flt. It tends at 
once to break up all looseness of interpre­
tation, all satisfac tion with a half grasp 
of thOU~lt. It strengthens t he mental grip 
in its seizure upon ideas and so is most 
intimately connected with all subjects of 
study.,,12 
In 1915 G. David Houston made the following comment in 
defense of the subject: 
" 'rhe pupil who can analyze a difficult 
sentence is very likely to interpret the 
thought that is difficult to understand. 
Whenever the pupil has a vague conception 
of the thought of a sentence, the trouble 
can usually be located by means of questions 
pertaining to the grammatical structure of 
the sentence. Grammatical analysis is' 
12History of English GralTI!llar Teaching. 
Educational Review, XII (1896), p. 502. 
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usually a sure instrument of interpretation 

and can be made effective in thr study of 

any subject in the curriculum." 3 

Illustrative of the attitude of many of the writers is 
Margaret Hunt Hetzel's statement made in 1921: 
"A student should have a working know­

ledge of the language of the mother-tongue 

in order to understand the thoughts of 

others when spoken or written; he should 

be able to express his own thoughts intelli­

gently by means of speech and writing; he 

should be able to gain pleasure and profit 

from readinIR. the literature of his own 

language." '± 

'rhus, with only a few exceptions, the writers advocated 
the teaching of grammar not only as an import8,nt means 
of giving the pupil assurance in !lis manner of speaking 
and writing but also as an aid to him in comprehending 
easily and surely the expression of the thoughts of 
others. 
That the writings of so many different people 
over a long period of time should be permeated to such 
a degree with the same general theories or opinions in 
regard to the teaching of grammar appears to be a matter 
of significance. Considerable consequence also may be 
attached to the fact that four of the five theories are 
in disparagement of the teaching of grammar while the 
13Formal English Grammar; Its Uses and Abuses. 
Educ~tion, XXXV (1915), p. 480. 
14value of English in Secondary Schools. 
Educ_a ti...9E., XLI (1921), p. 6'74. 
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writers, nevertheless, consistently cling to the belief 
that the subject has real value. These opinions, 
together with the obvious fact that grammar has con­
tinued to hold an important place in the schools, lead 
directly to the question: What specific development 
have text-books, the guides to the teaching of grammar, 
made during those same years? Since these educational 
discussions have held closely to certain uniform theories, 
the question naturally arises as to what extent grammar­
ians in their text-books have developed new technique 
which should make grammar a more valuable study. In 
this dissertation, therefore, an attempt is made to 
answer the questions: Do text-books in grammar through­
out the past century give indication of progras~ively 
increasing functional value? Does the teacher today 
not have a right to assume that, so far as the text-book 
is concerned, the pupil has a greater opportunity to 
acquire accuracy and fluency of expression from the study 
of grammar than did the pupil of a century ago? Are 
text-books so written that pupils, who will, can find 
succinctly and interestingly presented that guidance 
which they require to give them assurance in speech 
and writing? 
It is proposed to examine critically thirty 
grammar text-books dating from 1829 to 1929 for the 
12 
purpose o~ ascertaining trends which ar.s apparent in 
the presentation of the subject of grammar durlng the 
successive years in regard (1) to physical ~eatures, 
(2) to ultimate objectives, (3) to content of text-books 
and order of presentation of subject matter, (4) to the 
presentation and use of rules and definitions, (5) to 
the nature of the exercises provided ~or drill purposes, 
and (6) to opportunities provided for creative thinking 
and writing. Part II of this dissertation contains a 
detailed account of the analysis of these texts. The 
statements there made apply only to the thirty grammar 
texts selected for this study and not to grammar text­
books in general. It is reasonable to surmise, however, 
that if other books were examined, the same general 
principles would hold true. 
The text-books which are used in this survey 
are listed in chronological order of publication in 
Appendix A, pages 146-148. These books were chosen 
with deliberation. Each one has been in its time a 
well known and much used text and appears to be typical 
of grammar texts of its period. In date o~ publication 
they are rather evenly distributed over the one hundred 
years. 
Part III gives a statement of conclusions 
drawn as a result of the analysis of the texts. 
II iliHVd 
CHAP'l'EH II 
PHYSICAL FEATURES 
The most obvious of the changing tendencies 
in the thirty grammar texts selected for this study are 
to be f Olmd in the physical f' eatures. In this chapter 
c onsideration is g iven to these changes. 
The f'irst contrast to be noted lies in the 
external appearance of the b ooks. Although there is 
marked change between the very earliest and the very 
late st of these texts, in the great ma j ority of t hem 
-- drab, monotonous, and uninteresting as they are in 
color and in lettering -- no very noticeable diff'erences 
ar e evident. Kirkham's rather flimsy, paper-backed 
volume published in 1829 and t h ose which immed iately 
f'ollow have nothing in their appearance to re commend 
them. These f'aded, dog-eared grarrunars, as they are 
f'ound in the libraries, could never have been attractive 
in appearance. Greene's book, published in 186'7, is the 
f'irst of the texts to be bOlmd in cloth. The cloth 
bindings, which are uniformly used after that time, g ive 
the i mpression of being s omewhat more durab le than do 
the paper covers of an earlier date; yet thes e later 
14 
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books still have the usual, urrraistakable text-book 
appearance and can ms_ke no claim whatever to beauty of 
binding. Dengler's grammar in 1914 and the books which 
follow present a more pleasing first appearance than do 
the earlier texts. The difference, if indeed there is 
a differAnce, may be found in the coloring of the covers. 
'l'hey are slightly more colorful although they are still 
very dark as if the color had been chosen for its service­
able quality. 'i'anner's book in 1928 is the first one not 
to bear the stamp of a conventional text-book in grammar. 
'l'he books of 'ranner, Baker and Goddard, and Paul and Miller 
are handsomely bound, substantial looking volumes beauti­
fully l e ttered in contrasting colors, books which show 
a touch of individuality and which by their very outward 
appearance invite further investigation. '1'he significance 
of the change which has taken place_is apparent when 
Paul and Miller's book of 1929 is contrasted directly 
with Kirkham's of a century earlier. Paul and Miller, 
not unrni:ldful of the fact that the pupil will need some 
enticing if he is to approach the study of grammar in a 
pleasurable mood, have made their book, attractive and 
pleasing in binding, much more promisj.ng than is Kirkham's 
text, so commonplace and unappealing in appearance.
, 
Far greater contrast is evident from the printed 
page within the books than fro~ the outer coverings. 
Evidently intent upon producing scholarly treatises which 
16 
include every known fact about each topic whether within 
the comprehension of the young learner or not, the gram­
marians of the first fifty years of this study have 
resorted to the use of much very fine print. Each page 
suggests at a glance a dry-as-dust text-book made up of 
a mass of uninteresting detail. It is immediately mani­
fest that t his detail is the minute explanation of the 
grammatical principles which are occas ionally interspersed 
through the pages in somewhat larger type. Many of the 
writers, not content with the elucidation provided in 
the body of the text, add at the lower part of each page 
footnotes some of which use a good share of the page. 
Lack of variety characterizes the books. Page after 
page of sameness confronts the reader never ending 
grammatical principles, explanations, exercises. Abso ­
lutely nothing is provided to break the monotony. The 
divi sion headings are given in the same type as is used 
for the prinCi pal sections which immediately follow t hem . 
Nothing in the wording or a ppearance of the headings 
would attract attention. Such pages , regardless of the 
value of the printed material, are enough to tire the \ 
eyes and confuse the mind as well as to dishearten the J 
young learner. 
Al though the printed page in 'tlhi tney I s grammar 
in 1877 must be characterized as monotonous as are the 
grammars which come before it in chronological order, 
17 
it presents a different appearance. In !lis text and 
those which follow it, footnotes and fine print, two of 
the most noticeable features of the earli er books, are 
rarely used . Thei r absence prevents the books from 
having such a voluminous appearance, so distasteful to 
the or dinary student of grammar . The print, t hough much 
smaller than it should be for the sake of the eyes of 
the learner, is of uniform size throughout the text. 
Emphasis is gained frequently by the use of v ery black 
type' of the same size as the r es t of the printing on 
the page . 
By 1900 considerable change has taken place 
in the physical features of the interior of grammar 
texts. The print is decidedly larger and more distinct 
than that in any of the preced:l..ng books. The thin 
porous paper, used previously, bas been replaced' by a 
somewhat ~etter quality. In Mi1ne,'s book the section 
headings , placed in the mal'gin, reliev e to some extent 
the monotony of the earlier books. As the reader turns 
the pages, he can see the progress of the subject matter. 
In the texts which follow Milne's, the division headings, 
Which appear fre quently and a re g iven some prominence, 
apparently break the pages and give the impression that 
the text is a usable book . The sameness throughout the 
text is not quite so offensive as it is in the earli e r 
books in which there is one, solid , continuous, unending 
18 
body o f material. 
Beginning with Dengler's text in 1914, the 
student becomes aware of a new tendency. 'l'he presenta­
tion of the subject matter of grammar is interrupted 
repeatedly with the insertion of long lists of sentences. 
This intimates that there is going to be much for the 
pupil to do as Vlell as to learn. 'fhe number of sentences 
may suggest that there is even more to be done than to be 
l e arned. One wonders what has become of all the subject 
matter included in the fine print of the earlier texts. 
By 1928 the physical aspects of the grarmnar 
texts [-,ave undergone radical changes. The smooth glaze 
and fine quality of the paper, the clear large print, 
the illustrations, the general usableness and beauty of 
the texts of '['anner, Baker and Goddard, and Paul and 
IH l l er set them apart from the earlier books. No f eature 
of a grammar text could do L~or e to make the b ook appeal 
to boys and g irls than do t he p ictures which a re found 
in these last three texts. 'fwenty-one full page illus­
trations, all of which are peculiarly appropriate and 
int eresting, make Tanner's · book truly delightful. The 
f ollowing titles ind icate the nature of the pictures: 
Tug Boats in the Harbor 

Boy Scouts Practice Knife Throwing 

Calnp Fire Girls Mending Toys 

An Exciting !!loment in Field Ho ckey 

19 
A Group of Aged Toy Makers 
A Successful Possum Hunt 
Illustrative headings in silhouettes and lines at the 
beginning of each section are a distinctive feature of 
Bakel' and Goddard's text. '[,hese fascinating illustra­
tions, each suggestive of the topic upon which the sen­
tences for drill and the composition as s i gnments in the 
section are based, add charm to the book. Only two 
illu.strations are provided in Paul and Miller's text, 
but each is one which will arouse some feeling in the 
pupil -- an etching of the Spirit of St. Louis and a 
photograph of an exciting football contest. The meager­
ness of illustrations in this text is fully counter­
balanced by the interesting division titles which appear 
regularly. Even though the student turns the pages 
ever so hastily, h is attenti on is sure to be attracted 
by the following unusuB.l captions: 
Dangerl Be Careful! 

In the Sentence H.ospital 

Do Not Be a Burglar 

Stopl Lookl 

Fight Till You Master the Pronoun 

Nanaging Complex Sentences 

Ma tching Subjects and Predicates 

He is scarcely conscious that he is examining a text-book. 
li'any paragraphs,. which show plainly that they have a narra­
tive interest, invite him to pause and enjoy them. In 
20 
contrast with the earlier texts, these later books give 
indication that great effort has been expended to secure 
the interest and cooperation of the pupil so that the 
study of grammar ma.y be pleasurable as well as profitable. 
Such books will attract even the less ambitious pupil 
into a perusal of their subject matter. 
Still another changing tendency in the physical 
features of the texts is to be found in the provision 
which is made for them to be used as reference books. 
Holbrook in 1873 is the first of the grammarians to 
provide an index. In the earliest books the pupil is 
forced to search through a long, complicated table of 
contents or, more often, through the vast amount of 
detail in the text proper in order to find some minor 
point for which he has immedia te use. It would appear 
tha t the grammarians do not expect the pupi.ls to have 
any occasion to use a grammatical principle until they 
have reB.ched it in their texts and, after having studied 
the text, they are supposed to have stored the fact away 
in their minds read.y to be called forth when it is needed. 
P'rom 1873 to 1900 an index is not an unusual feature of 
grammar texts; yet som.e of the grammarians have not felt 
it necessary to include one in their treatises. After 
1900, however, every text contains a full table of 
contents supplemented by a complete i.ndex. 
Thus it may be seen that changes have taken 
21 
place throughout the century in the physical features 
of the thirty grammar texts. The books which appear at 
the end of the period are much more pleasing in appearance 
and much more usable as texts than are those of an earlier 
date. The century old bool{s with their somber, conven­
tional text-book cove.rs have been replaced -by books whose 
binding is pleasing enough to add beauty and attractive­
ness to any pupil's library. This new type of text-book, 
however, is not produced until near the end of the period. 
Changes in the appearance of the inte rior of the bo01rs 
have been mor e gradual. By 1877 the excossive use of 
fine print in the body of the text has g iven way to a 
type of uniform size which, though an improvement over 
the former, is still sufficiently small to fatigue the 
eyes of the young learner. Beginning in 1900 numerous, 
conspicuous section head ings appear to break up the 
subject matter into smaller divisions and to prevent 
the impression, which is given in the earlier texts, 
that the book is one con tinuous discussion with no 
pauses and no . r e lief. After 1914 the amount of subject 
ma tter seems to b e materially red.uced. Quite as promi­
nent as the sections in which the sub ject is presented 
are the abundant exercises provided for practice. By 
the end of the century the grawmarians seem to have 
employed every known device to secure the interest of 
the pupil and to make the book a usable, convenient text. 
Prominent among the features not found in the earlier 
22 
books are the excellent quality of the paper, the good 
print, the interesting and original headings for divi­
sions of subject matter, the illustrations, and the 
indexes. 
CHAPTER III 
ULTIMATE OBJECTIVES 
Chapter II dealt with changing tendencies in 
the physical features of the thirty grammar texts. 
Chapter III presents a discussion of changing tendencies 
in the objectives which the writers of the texts have set 
for themselves and also in instructional emphasis in an 
effort to reach those objectives. The discussion is 
based upon evidence obtained by a careful examination 
of the authors' own statements in their prefaces. intro­
ductions. notes to teachers. and addresses to students. 
The testimony of the write rs themselves 
presents abundant evidence that the nnal goal of each 
grarl'Jnarian is to give a competent knowledge of grammar 
which will result in correct speech and writing for 
prs.ctical purposes. Practical utility. the chief value 
claimed for the study of grallllllar in 1829. is the final 
end and aim of that study a century later. In the 
preface of his grammar text published in 1829 Kirkham 
writes: 
"Its leading object is to adopt a 
correct and easy method in which pleasure 
is blended with the labors of the learner 
and which is calculated to excite in him 
a spirit of inquiry that shall call forth 
into vigorous and useful exercise, every 
latent energy of his mind; and thus enable 
23 
him soon ' DO become thoroughly acquainted 

with the nature of the principles and 

with their practical utility and appli­

cation." 

In 1929, at the end of the century, in the preface of 
Paul and Jili ller's book appears the statement: 
"First, emphasis should be placed 
on the mastery of that centr'al unit of 
composition, the sentence. Such matters 
should be stressed as will be of prac~ical 
help to pupils ~n handling sentences easily 
and correctly." 
Each of the writers of the t h irty texts in turn has set 
for himself the laudable goal of i mproving the speech 
and writing of the learner. Each in succession, recog­
nizing the shortcomings of the books of' the kind which 
have preceded his, is courageously hopeful that his 
particular book is going to bring relief -- freshness 
and vitality into a study hitherto dry and lifeless. 
Each confidently believes t hat he is i ntroducing a 
meth od which will, if properly use d , tend to lead to 
cor rect speaking and writing on the part of the stud e nt 
of the text. 
Although correct speech is the aim of all the 
writers, great diversity of opinion is manifest as to 
the best means of roaching this goal. Such widely 
1 
Kirkham, Samuel. English Grammar in Familiar 

Lectures, p. 9. 

2paul, Harry G. and Miller, W. D. English 

Essentials for the High School, p. 4. 
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divergent trends are evident as a result of changes in 
eI!lphasis throughout the century that one almo st loses 
sight of the fact that ultimately the objective is the 
sa.me. 
The pref'aces and introductions of the earliest 
books suggest at once something of the seriousness with 
which the writers approach their task and the importance 
which they attach to the subject of grammar. As a result 
of years of study, they have come to think of grammar as 
a profound and valuable subject, and they attempt to 
instil in the imrnature mind of the learner the same respect 
and devotion for it which they feel. At the outset, they 
hope to enlist the cooperation of the pupil by convincing 
him of the inestimable value of the subject and of the 
necessity of complete mastery of the text in question. 
It is their earnest hope that the child will willingly 
and eagerly subject himself to the labor which such 
mastery must necessitate in order that he may eventually 
attain a far off goal which the gramr:arians have set fo.r 
him and for which it is his duty to strive. Interest in 
the following excerpt from Lecture I in Kirkham's book 
is h e ightened by the knowledge of the fact that the 
author chooses to call his lectures familiar lectures: 
"To the Young Learner: 
"You are about to enter upon one of 

the most useful, and, when rightly pur­

sued, one of the most interesting studies 

in the whole circle of science. If, how­

ever, you, like many a misguided youth, 

• • • • 
• • 
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are under the impression that the study of 
grammar is dry and irksome, and a matter 
of little consequence, I trust I shall 
succeed in removing from your mind, all 
such false notions and ungrounded preju­
dices; for I will endeavor to convince 
you, before I close these lectures, that 
this is not only a pleasing study, but 
one of real and substantial utility; a 
study that directly tends to adorn and 
dignify human nature, and meliorate the 
condition of man. Grammar is a leading 
branch of t h at learning which alone is 
capable of unfolding and maturing the 
mental powers, and of elevating man to 
his proper rank in the scale of intellec­
tual existence; -- of that learning which 
lifts the soul from earth, and enables it 
to hold converse with a thousand worlds 
"Doubtless you have heard some persons 

assert, t hat they could detect and correct 

any error in language by the ear, and speak 

and write accurately without a knowledge 

of grammar. Now your own observation will 

soon convince you that this assertion is 

incorrect. A man of refined tastes, may, 

by perusing good authors, and conversing 

with the learned, acquire that knowledge 

of language which will enable him to avoid 

those glaring errors that offend the ear; 

but there are other errors e qually gross, 

Which have not a harsh sound, and, conse­

quently, which cannot be detected without 

a knowledge of the rules that are violated. 

Believe me, therefore, when I say, that 

without the knowledge and application of 

grammar rules, it is imposs i b le for anyone 

to think, speak, read, or write with accuracy. 

"You are aware, my young friend, that 

you live in an age of light and knowledge; 

an age in which science and the arts are 

marching onward with gigantic strides, You 

live, too, in a land of liberty; -- a land 

on which the smiles of Heaven beam with 

uncommon r e fulgence. The trtunp of the 

warrior and the clangor of arms no longer 

echo on our mountains, or in our valleys; 

'the garments dyed in blood have pa ssed away'; 
the mighty struggle for independence is over; 
and you live to enjoy the rich boon of freedom 
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and prosperity which was purchased with the 
blood of our fathers. These considerations 
forbid that you should ever be so unmindful 
of your duty to your country, to your Creator, 
to yourself, and to succeeding generations, 
as to be content to grovel in ignorance. 
Remember that 'knowledge is power'; that an 
enlightened and a virtuous people c.~m never 
be enslaved; and that, on the intelligence 
of our youth, rest the future liberty, the 
prosperity, the happiness, the grandeur, 
a nd the glory of our beloved country. Go on, 
t hen, with a laudable ambition, and an un­
yieldi ng perserverance, in the path which 
leads to honor and renown. Press forward. 
Go, a nd gather laurels on the hill of science; 
linger among her unfading beauties; 'drink 
deep' of her crystal fountain; and then join 
in 'the march of fame'. Become learned and 
Virtuous, a nd you will be great. Love God 
and serve Him and you will be happy."3 
The earliest grawnarians promise the reward of 
facility in the use of language to him who has sufficient 
dete rmination and patience to master the grammar text. 
Fau ltless speech is guaranteed to accompany such a 
mastery. Kirkham, Butler, Pinneo, Brown, and Bullions 
all define grammar in practically the same fashion. 
Grammar is, they state, the art of speaking and writing 
correctly. ( See Appendix B, page 149.) The conc e it of 
the Vlri tars of the early grarunars is unb ounded. They 
seem to be imbued with the idea that their texts 
c ontain magic words which lead to success. Brown gives 
utterance to his belief in the efficacy of his text 
in h is statement: 
3Kirkham, Samuel. Op. cit., p. 2-4. 
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"The book itself will make anyone a 
grarrrrnarian who will take the trouble t~ 
observe and practice what it teaches." 
It is plain to be seen that the book is the all important 
thing. Absolute, utter faith is placed in the text. 
Further evidence of Brown's fai th in the teaohl.ngs of 
the book is found in his statement: 
"The only successf'l.l method of 

teaching g rammar is to cause the prin­

cipal definitions and rules to be com­

mitted thoroughly to memory that they 

may ever afterwards be readily applied. 

Oral instruction may smooth the way and 

facilitate the labor of the learner; but 

the notion of communicating a competent 

knowledge of granmJar without imposing 

this task is disproved by universal 

experience. Nor will it avail anything 

for the student to rehearse definitions 

and rules of which he makes no practical 

application. In etymology and syntax he 

should be alternately exercised in learn­

ing small portions of his book and then 

applying them in parsing until t~e whole 

is rendered perf'ectly familiar." 

'ro be sure, recognition is given to the fact that fixed­
ness of purpose on the part of the learner is necessary 
for the book to accomplish its obj ect. 'rhus Kirkham 
qualifies the assurance whic.h he offers to the pupil 
as to the far-reaching power of the text-book and 
warns him that he must exert a degree of will power. 
4 
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5
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He writes: 
"If you have sufficiGnt resolution 

• • • • , you will, iti a short time, per­

fectly understand the nature and office 

of the different parts of speech, their 

various properties and relations, and the 

rules of syntax that apply to them; and, 

in a few weGks, be able to spGak and write 

accurately."6 

The keynote of success in the stUdy of grammar lies in 
the memorizing of the text from cover to cover. Prac­
tical value from the study of grammar is guaranteed 
provided the book is used correctly, and correctness 
of use means mastery the kind of mastery which 
ca=ot be realized from studying the book once. At 
the beginning of his gramlllar, Pinneo has the following 
interesting notes: 
::::? "To the teacher:- The matter in 

the largest type, to which questions are 

app ended in Roman letters, and, also, the 

Exercises, except those hereafter desig­

nated, are intended for recitation l'ihen 

the book is studied for the first time. 

~ "To the teacher: - The part in 

small type, enclosed in brackets, [ J, 

and to which there are no questions, 

except a few in Italics, may be omitted 

until the book is studied the second time. 

It should then be carefully read, and the 

pupil may be examined upon it, wholly, or 

in part, or 170t at all, as the teacher may 

think best." 

6Kirkham, Samuel. Ope cit., p. 62. 
7Pinneo, T. S. Analytica~ Grammar of the 
EnglishLangu~~, p. 7. 
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That these early books are to be studied more than once 
is, in each case, taken for granted. 
And so the grammarian ass~~es the entire respon­
sibility for ~he cDrrect speech and the beauty and the 
force of the language of the learner. Given the text 
and the determination to master its contents, the child 
should have no more language difficulties. The task of 
learning the book verbatim, step by step, and of apply­
ing that knowledge in the parsing of words is imposed 
upon the learner; but when that has been accomplished, 
the reward is assured. Mysteriously, almost magically, 
the young learner acquires the power of using pure and 
beautiful English. 
Beginning with the year 1861 a change in the 
general tone and spirit of the granmars becomes notice­
able. Kerl, in that year, appears to view the task of 
the grammarian from a somewhat less lofty height than 
had the earlier writers. Grammar, he writes, tea~hes 
how to speak and write the English language correctly.8 
According to his definition, it does not necessarily 
follow that automatically without exception correct 
speech will result from a study of the book. The gram­
8Kerl , Simon. A Comprehensive Grammar of the 
En~llsh Lan~lla~ for thelJSa-0"f-Schools. (Further 
re erence cannotDe given; book withdrawn from library 
because of age.) 
marian claims merely to teach 	correct speech. Following 
9 10 
this new trend, Greene in 1867 and HoJ.brook in 1873 
define grammar in much the same fashion. In Bosworth's 
definition there is a still newer suggestion. English 
grammar, he says, teaches how to understand and use the 
llEnglish language. He is the first of the grammarians 
being considered to mention the necessity of understanding 
any of the principles involved in order to speak correctly. 
'rhi s new and forv/ard-looking tendency of a ttempttng to 
present the facts of grammar in such a manner as to 
appeal to the understanding of the learner is much in 
evidence in the writings of the other grammarians follow­
ing Bosworth. In 1877 Swinton defines grammar tn the 
same manner as do the earlier writers except that he 
12 
uses the word science instead 	of art. English grammar 
has changed from an art to a science, a fact accompanied 
with some significance. According to the earlier theory, 
grammar consists of a system of rules devised by the 
grammarian and imposed upon the learner for the purpose 
9 
Greene, 
Langua~, p. 13. 
Samuel. A Grammar of the English 
10 
Holbrook, Alfred. An English Grammar, p. 5. 
IlBosworth, Marcus. 
English La~guage, p. 7. 
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Swinton, William. A Grarmnar Containing the 
Etymol~ and Syntax of the EngHsl1L8:ngua~, p. '1. 
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of procuring t he practical result of correct speech. 
According to the newer theory, the learner, directed by 
the grammarian, observes the language itself and as a 
result of this observation gains a knovlledge of the 
facts of the language and thereby ultimately acquires 
correct speecll. These later writers make the boast 
that grammar is no longer mere ly a mechanical memoriz­
ing of arbitrary rules and definitions. 
One of the first intimations that correct 
speech could be the result of anything besides the 
mastery of a grammar text-book appears in statements 
made by Greene in his book publish ed in 1867. He recog­
nizes the fact that the English whi ch the child hears 
and unconsciously imitates is really the vital force 
in determining his speech and of much more significance 
than the grammar whi ch he learns from a book. Since the 
child to such a degree has formed his speech habits 
before he beg ins the study of grawnar, the task of the 
grammarian, Greene contends, becomes largely the 
"uprooting of old expressions and the planting and 
nurturing of new ones.,,13 Greene's comment, which 
folloVlS, is interesting in that it suggests the begin­
ning of a reaction against the old practice of memoriz­
ing the text step by step and also in that it suggests 
the recognition of the psychological principle that the 
13Greene, Samuel. Op. cit., p. 3. 
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individual learns by doing: 
"It is n o t abstract principle s that he 
wants but rather a practical use of g ood, 
well authorized exprossions. '['hese he will 
adopt, not be repeating rules, but by dis­
carding t h e faulty and using the good. He 
learns to speak good English by speaking 
good En gl ish. He learns th14use of new expres s ions by using them." 
A still more radical departure from the older 
point of view in regard to the subject of g ralnmar is 
made by Whitney in 1877 when he states ths.t "no one 
ever changed from a bad speaker to a g ood one by apply­
ing the rules of grammar to what he said.,,15 According 
to ~1hitney, rUdimentary rules and distinctions are o f 
value and should be taught to help children to speak 
accurately and forcefully. A knowledge of g rammar, 
he claims, is d istinctly helpful in s peaking correctly; 
however, it is, he as s erts, in no sense necessary for 
correct speech. His ne\v and unusual point of view is 
best s hown in h is own statement: 
" 'rhat t h e leading object of the s tudy 

of gra~~r is to teach, the correct use of 

En g lish is, in my view, an error, and one 

which is gradually becoming removed, giving 

way to the sounder opinion that g rammar is 

the reflective study of language, for a 

variety of purposes, of wh ich correctness in 

14
Ibid., p. 3. 
15Whitney, William D. Essentials of English 
Gra~T)lar for the Use of 
~ 
Schools, 
-
p. IV. -­
. 
writlng is only one, and a secondary or sub­
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ordinate one -- b;r no means unimportanr but best attained when sought indirectly." 6 
Worthy of note in an investigation of changing 
tendencies in objectives is Swinton's declaration that 
his aim is the "attainment of a fair mastery of the art
-- . 
of speaking and wri ting our tongue.,,17 In the gOEd 
toward which he is striving, he shows himself to be 
more humble than the earlier writers. He contends that 
grammar, as it is being presented in the text-books of 
the times, is in no sense accomplishing its avowed 
purpose of teaching the art of speaking w1d writIng 
t h e Eng lish language with propriety; and he places the 
blame on the formal character of the study and the 
18
absence of a con structive element. He stresses here 
a thought which is to play an important part in t .he 
efforts of the writers who follow -- the belief that 
it is not enough for the pupil to observe and understand 
the language of others. The pupil must, he maintains, 
have drill and practice in constructing s entences of 
his own and in g iving expression to his own thoughts. 
From t h is time numerous ex ercises in constructive 
16
Ibid., p. III. 

17 

Swinton, William. Gp. cit., p. V. 
18Ibid., p. III. 
wr:l. tt en work beg in to accompany every phase of t he stud y, 
and wr iters claim that their texts f u nction in s entence 
ma s tery. The sentence has beCOl;'le the u nit of study. 
This new tendency of emphasizing the construc­
tive side of grwmnar work is developed even more f ully 
by Reed and Kellogg in 1877. In their preface they make 
the foll owing significant statement as to their purpose: 
"Th e aim of the book is to make the 
SCience of Language, of which all the 
ess entials are thoroughly pres ented, trib­
utary to the Art of Expression. Every 
prin cip le learned by the pupil is fixed 
in h is memory and, above all, in his 
practice by varied and exhaustive drill 
in composition. He is con stantly required 
to compose s entences, to arrange and 
r e a rrang e their parts, to contract, expand, 
PWlCtUo. te, and cr1 ticize them. • • • Even 
if the stud y o f g rammar were only to lodge 
in the memory the forms and principles of 
the language, we c ontend that t h is c ould 
be done effective ly only by work in com­
po sition -- this, and this o~9Y' can make 
t .h em perma nent possessions." 
The writers endeavor to teach the sen t ence not as an 
accumulation of words but as a too l for the expression 
of thought. They explain their procedure in the 
following statement: 
"We begin with the sentence because 
the sentence is the unit of discourse, 
because words can be classified on ly fr om 
the ir functlon in the sentence, and becau se 
t he pu pil shou ld, from the outset, see 
tha t what determines the words In the 
19 
Reed, Alonzo and Kellogg, Braine rd. A '!Iork 
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sentence ~~d the sentence its elf is the 
t.hough t • " 
In 1886 Lyte shows that he is in harmony 
vii th t.he new tendency in grarrmlar t.exts by hi s explanation, 
in h i s Suggesttons to Teachers, that grammar is s tudied 
21i.n orda!' to learn to use the langunge . Rigdon follows 
him in 1890 with the statement that "grammar is the 
sci enca of the sent.ence, that the sentence is deter­
mined by the t hought it expres ses, that Engli.ah grammar 
should be an exposition of present usage, and that a 
knowledge of it is indispensable to the ability to 
speak and write correctly.,,22 
I n hi s book published in 1896, Wisely takes 
a dec idedly new a ttitude toward text-books. He mini ­
23
mizes the value of the text - book itself. A far cry 
tt is from Kirk~am 's f a i t h in slavi sh t ext-book lesson 
lear ning to Wisely"s contention that grammar 1s a sub­
ject in and of itself separate from all text-books. 
20
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21Lyte , b: . O. Gra=a r and Composit i on fo r 
Common School s. (Further reference cannot be given; 
book withdrawn from library because of age.) 
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The book, he cl&.ims, ean be helpful to the student only 
in so far as it provides appropriate sentences and 
guidefl him sufficiently so that he can think them 
through for himself. 'The text-book is more for the aid 
of the tea.cher than for the pupil. His theory is that 
the teacher, with the help of the text-book, should 
make the pupil familiar with the gramme. tical princlples 
necess9.ry for the constr'uction of correct sentences 
and should give him pr&.ctice in the use of the sentence 
as a means of expressing his thoughts. 
According to grarrnnarians' statements, g rarr.mar 
becomes e. much saner subject after 1900. No longer do 
text-books demand verbatim memorization of' endless 
formal definitions to be stored away in the mind ready 
to be called forth at a moment's notice. In 1900 
fU lne declares that his purpose is to emphe.size the 
process of r ea ching conclusions rather than of' memoriz­
24
ing them. Baker states her intention of convinclng 
the student of the advantages accompanying the expres s ing 
25
of his thoughts i n correct form. Not until the pupil 
realizes the practical use of a kn owledge of the prin­
24Milne, James III . An English Grammar for the 
Use of Schools, p. IV. 
25Baker, Josephine Turck. Correct English How 

to Use It, p. 3. 
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ciples of grammar, she contends, will these principles 
a s sist h im in becoming a corr'ect speaker and wri ter. 
In 1908 Fernald says that his aim has b e en "to present 
e ssen tials with the least possible encumbrance of gram­
mati cal machinery. ,,26 'rhe protest against the memoriz­
ing of arbitrary rules and the repetition of them is 
universal among the later writers. 
In the prefaces and lntroductions of the later 
tex ts, the i mportance of habits of correct speech is 
stressed. Full recognitlon is given to the fact that 
habit rno]"e than memorized facts counts in coy-'r-ec t speech. 
De.ngler in 1914 states that his purpose is to give the 
student better use of the English language by making 
him unders t and corre ct expr'ession and then by a s sisting 
him to form t h e habit of correct speech by mean s of 
many carefully selected exercises. 27 I n 1917 Ward 
makes the statement: 
"'rhough exposition in the text be clear, 
and the teacher's work be ever so vital and 
forceful, little will be aceomplished in the 
pupil' s mind until he has experienced the 
facts in a thousan~ sentences and reported 
hi 8 observa tions." 8 
26Fernald, James C. A Working Grammar of the 
Engli 8h Langua~, p. iii. 
27Dengler, I'lalter E. Les s ons and Exercises in 
English, p. IV. 
28ward , C. H. Sente nce and Theme, p. VIII. 
'rhe more recent writers seem to give evidence of a real 
understanding of child psychology and an appre ciation 
of child nature which is entirely lacking in the writings 
of the earlier grammarians. In contrast to Kirkham's 
address to students, shown on pages 25-27 of this dis­
sertation, in which he exhorts the pupil to follow the 
path of duty and reap tha reward wh ich is assured, is 
the following appeal made b y Frazee and Wells in 1921: 
"Dear 'rom: 
"This book is dedicated to you and to 
Dick and Harry, and to Betty and l'olly 
and Jane as well. Why? Because qui te 
recently each of you has been overheard 
to say that you 'see no sense to the study 
of grammar.' 
By 1921 grammar, as it is presented in text-
books, has become a much more living and human sUbj ect. 
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"Really? Do you mean that seriously? 
• • • • Every language has grarr~ar and 
its grammar should be known by those who 
use it. Do you realize that your protest 
amounts to this: 'I see no sense in 
understanding the correct use of my 
mother tongue'? Hardly! You probably 
meant something more like this: 'I see 
no sense to learning endless rules and 
fine distinctions about which not one 
man in ten cares a copper.' •••• 
"No, it isn't your slang that you 
regret, and it isn't that you use nothing 
but slang, or almost nothing. You know, 
as every one knows but the old fogies, 
that slang is often amusing, that it is 
sometimes apt and is always convenient; 
besides it shocks the p roper person, and 
that alone is enough to cOIT~end it. But 
then, sle.ng isn't necess arily 'bad grammar'; 
a boy may use mountains of slang yet make 
no error in grammar. True, he is not 
•• •• • • • 
• • • • 
likely to speak grammatically and sl!mgily 
too, but he possibly may. What you regret 
is that every now and then you let slip 
things you know to be wrong the moment they 
are out, and that you are confused into 
saying other thIngs that seem to you 'all 
right' but that somehow bring a light smile 
to the lips of the well educated, a smile 
that makes you vaguely uncomfortable, though 
of course you brazen it out. • • • 
"Well, not the best book in the world 

can surely correct a bad habit; even read­

ing the Bible doesn't always keep people 

from sinning, apparently. And were this 

a much better book than we could make, it 

wouldn't keep your tongue in the straight 

and narrow way. But if you are prone to 

stray out of that way -- and who isn't -­

this book can help you to get back into it. 

"Considerl If someone were to give 
you a six-cylinder touring car on condition 
that you learn to know all its parts so 
exactly that you could take the car apart 
and put it together again correctly, and 
know just the right name and use and place 
of every part so thoroughly that you would 
know wha t was wrong When the car was out of' 
order; would you refuse because of the work 
it might require? If you stop to think, it 
is quite as worth your while to understand 
your language, the car that carries your 
thoughts, as it is to understand a touring 
car. Just as you cannot run and keep in 
order an automobile without knowing its 
pa r ts and their relations to the whole 
ma chine, so with your language: you must 
begin by learning its parts as they fit 
and work together in the whole sentence, 
if you are to understand and use the language 
ri ghtly• 
Wi t .h sincere regards, 
Your Friends" 
The Authors"",g 
29 Frazee, Susan Isabel and Wells, Chauncey 
Wetmore. Grammar and ~ractice, p. XI-XIV. 
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'rhe writers s eem to be speaking to real life and blood 
boys and girls. They know children, and they show sJ'1l1­
pa t h y wi th the child's feeUng for correct English. 
Instead of promising vaguely that the subject of grammar 
will become interesting and profitable if pursued long 
enough, they catch the int e rest of the child at once 
and make h im feel that it h as an immediate purpose for 
him. ~'he pupil sees that the writers are not trying 
to teach him stilted literary language but that they 
are trying to teach him to say the things which he 
wishes to say in such a manner that he will not be 
embarrassed for fear he has made some blunder. 
After 1921 it is apparent that grmnmar is 
much more of a means to an end and less of an end in 
itself than it has been formerly. It is in a sense 
an incidental study to composition. Grammarians still 
profess to teach the use of correct Engllsh, but they 
try to do so by using grammatical knowledge as an imme­
diate practical aid in original composition. I<'razee 
and Wells make the statement t h at they have aimed to 
aid t h ose persons who are handicapped in composition 
work and in the expression of their thoughts generally 
30by simple prob lems of correct grammar. Cross claims 
30Ibid . , p. V. 
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that he has presented only such facts of grammar as 
will function directly and immediately in the speech 
31
of the child. He writes: 
"No one now believes that grammar 

books make children's speech. This process 

is one of gradual growth, mostly through 

wlconscious imitation. • • • Every child, 

every adult, finds it necessary occasion­

ally to look forward as he speaks or writes 

and to construct consciously the sentences 

that are to express his thoughts. Hot 

only is this conscious prevision neces sary, 

but a conscious revision is just as impera­

tive -- a revision to make what is said or 

written conform to the laws of good usage." 

In the following words, Tanner gives expression to 
much the same thought: 
"In order to speak and write corr ectly, 
we should have an accurate knowledge of 
grammar and employ this blowledge intelli­
gently in deVising and in revising our 
sentences. It is not enough to make a 
correct sentence. '1'his we oftenoo-through 
imitation alone. We must know that a sen­
tence is correc~2and be abreto tell why 
it is correct." 
In contrast to the lifeless memory grind of 
the past , Baker and Goddard, in their text published 
in 1928, place unusual stress upon human interest. 
They assume the responsibility of directing the pupil 
so that he will find something interesting about which 
-=~-------.--- ~-
31Cross, E. A. 'l'he Little Grammar,:, p. iii, 
32Tanner, William M. Correct English, p. 2. 
he can write and talk. They state that the purpose of 
the book is lito lead the student (1) to think dafinite~y 
upon worth-while subjects; (2) to express his ideas in 
clear, forceful English; (3) to understand and enjoy 
good English in the speech and writing of others." 33 
Emphasis is placed on motivating the work in grammar 
and making it a purposeful study. Of interest is the 
following statement of the writers: 
"Every effort has been made to corre­
late grammar' and corrposition work and to 
make the student realize that familiarity 
with sentence structure is a valuable aid 
to him in comprehending thoughts expressed 
by others, and in so expr'essing his own 
thoughts that others will be sure to 
understand him. Care has been taken 
to give the exercises a unity of thought 
or story interest that will l e ad naturally 
and directly to the composition assign­
ments and that will help to carry the 
form element over to as4ual practice in speaking and wri ting. II 
One of the newe.r trends in grammar texts is 
to be found in the distinction which is made between 
matters of maximum and matters of minimum importance. 
An outstanding feature of Paul and Miller's book is 
t he presentation of a list of minimum essentials 
which, after explanation and practice, every child is 
33Baker, Rannie B. and Goddard, Mabel. English 
Fundamentals , p. VII. 
34Ibid., p. XI. 
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required to master perfectly. After a period of one 
hundred years , mastery is still required of the pupil. 
In 1929, however, the requirement is the mastery of a 
few simple and fundamenta l points which can be applied 
directly in every-day speech whereas in 1829 the require­
ment was the mastery of the book. 
~he foregoing discussion shows that, alth~ugh 
practical utility is the ultimate objective of all the 
writers of the thirty grammar texts, gradua l change in 
emphasis apparent throughout the century indicates 
definite trends in the teaching of gram~ar . At the 
beg inning of the century grammarians appear to have 
implicit faith in the power of the text-book, to make 
COl'rect speakers and wrlters. The study of g rammar 
consists of a slavish mastery of the book -- the ver­
batim memoriza tion of rules and principles and the 
mechanical a pplication of the knowledge thus learned 
in parsing exercises. By 1861 the statements of the 
grammarians begin to indicate a tendency to break away 
from this belief that facility in speech is the inevi­
table and certain result of a sufficlently laborious 
study of the text. Recogni t lon is g iven to the fact 
that i mitation and habit are immeasurably more irupor­
tant than the text-book in directing the speech of the 
35Paul, Harry G. ,and Miller, William D. 
Op. cit., p. 4. 
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child no matter what degree of perfection the child 
has reached in his mastery of the text. This leads to 
the contention that a knowledge of grammar, though 
helpful, is not ne c essary for correct speech. By 187'1 
unrest in the minds of grammarians is apparent. They 
admit that grammar text-p.o.oks are not succeeding in 
a c complishing their avowed purposes. '1'he objection is 
made that too much emphasis is placed upon the study 
of form.s and too little opportunity is provideci for 
the pupil to put his lmowledge to practi ca l use in the 
construction of sentences of his own. The writers 
contend that the child needs more pr a ctice in giving 
expr ess ion to his own tboughts and les s pr actice in 
analyzing the sentences of others. By 1886 the major 
purpose of grar:'l1!lar has become . t e a ch ing t he child to use 
the language . Writers mai ntain that t ext-books, though 
not esuential to t he t eaching of g r ammar , are valuab le 
a s gu ides in acquiring f acility and confidence in ori­
ginal expression. After 1900 stl"Ong pr o test is made 
aga~nst the memorizing and e spec ially agai.nst t h e 
r epetiti on o f rules o f grammar. Grarmnarians hope to 
familiarize pu pils wi th the meaning of certain funda­
l11ental rules an.d to dlrect them a s to how they can 
make pr act ical u s e o f these rules. By 1921 gramma r is 
pre s ented a s one phase of' compo sition work.' Wrlters 
advis e ttle teaching of only so much grammar as will 
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give "the pupil aSSUI'ance and confidence in speech and 
writing and will make it possi b le for hiN to revise 
his work intelli"ently . By 1928 every effort is exerted 
to direct the child ' s thoughts so that he \'1'1 11 have an 
inter'est in talking and writing and to make him awar.e 
of the value) of g1ving expression to his t:'1oughts in 
good form . 
CHAP'l'ER IV 
CON'J'ENT AND ORDER OF PRESENTATION 
In Chaptor III evidances of changing t endencies 
in the objectives which the authors of the t h trty texts 
set f or themselves were out lined . In t h is chapter a 
cri t ical survey of t h e ta b les of contents a n d chapter 
headings is d es cribed and changing tendencies are 
no t ed in the content of the texts and in the order of 
t he pr esenta t ion of the subject matter. 
'rhe main section divislons of the texts show 
that in a ll of the books published be tween 1829 and 
1873 inclusive t h e old traditional sub ject matte r of 
grammar with its artificial order and arra n gement is 
presented. (See Appendix C, page 155.) With the one 
exception of Kerl, each of the writers of that period 
has divided the 8u"bject into f our principal parts : 
orthography, a study of the writt en chara cte rs of t he 
language; e tymology, a study of t h e clas s ification o f 
words ; syhtax , a study of t he proper arrru,gement of 
wor d s in s entences; and prosody, a study of versifi­
cation. Butler in 1846 and Holbrook in 1873 treat 
orthoepy in an additional section, and Kirkham in 1829 
and Gr eene i n 1867 have devoted sections a t the close 
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of their texts t o what they choose to c a ll CQl"cposi tion. 
'i'lle grammarians of t ills early period assert that their 
books f o llow a natura l and logical order of arrangement 
and a r e d esigned to be studied in o r der exactly as the 
subjec t matter is presented in the texts. In fact e8.ch 
dl.vi sion is built Upon t!le preceding one in such a 
fashion that a clear understanding of it depends upon 
a mastery of t he one which precedes. Kirkham is unique 
in that he combi ne s etymology and synt ax in one division. 
In explanation of this unusual arrangement , he a dmits 
that the rules of syntax are based upon principles 
unfolded and ex p lained in etymology and t ha t etymolo­
g ical lenoY/ l edge is a prerequisite t o the s tudy of 
1 
syntax . His .iustification of hi s arl'angement is that 
since pars ing unde r the head of etymology r equires the 
application of rules of syntax, this order of prosenta­
tion is the logical one. 
The sub ject matter in Kerl's t ext, published 
in 1861 , is not so d ifferent fr om that of other texts 
of this early period a s mi ght at first appear from a 
view of the tab le -o f contents. Hi s mos t radical departure 
from t he usual procedure in the selection of subject 
matter is hi s omission of the two common d ivisions, 
orthography and prosody, an omission whi ch shows him 
l Kirkham, Samuel. English Grammar in Familiar 
Lectures , p. 27. 
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to be in advance of the other early writers. Etymology 
and syntax , h owever, are treated in the conventional 
manner of the period except that they are not pr esented 
separately as two distinct branches of granrnar. The 
two principal parts into which Kerl has divided his 
book he labels merely Part I and Part II with no other 
headings, but an examination of the chapter titles 
shows that each of these parts deals with etymology 
and syntax combined. The writer gtves an explanation 
of this arrangement of whi ch he is duly proud : 
"In regard to the arrangement of 
subject matter, -- an i mportant item, 
I venture to claim for the book a super­
iority over every other of its kind•••• 
A language that has many inflections, may 
well have its etymology taught as a separate 
branch ; b ut a language like ours whose 
ac tual inflections might all be printed on 
t wo or t h ree pages , needs no such treatment. 
Besides words have et~nology because they 
have syntax -- the very existence of the 
one implying the other; and to stop with 
etymology is to leave t he book half fin ished. 
'1'he greatest stickler for separating them 
in our language has failed to draw the 
dividing line; and much of the etymology 
taught in our grammars-- as in the case 
of nouns -- is sheer syntax. Ev e ry 
teacher of experience too must have 
observed how wearisome to pupils is 
t he long desert of etymology before they 
see its application in syntax; and then 
they often do not get the full benefit 
of this because th.3Y have but a faint 
and confused r ecollection of the other. 
Moreover, by the usual system, almost 
the who le grarnrnar must be learned before 
any particular benefit is derived from 
it; and as chi ldren in many parts of 
the country c an attend school only a 
part of each year, the conseql).ence is, 
that they begin their grannnar fl'om year 
to year, get tired of technical jargon, 

and, finally, derive little benefit from 

the study. By the arrangement in this 

t r eatise, each section bears its own 

fruit and will be, if learned, of perma­

n ent value, whet~er any further progress 

is made or not." 

It is appa rent from a study of the early texts that 
Kerl's objection to a separation of etymology and 
syntax is well taken. The other early writers a dmit 
tha t the pupil must become familiar with the entire 
content of their books - - a task which assumes enormous 
proportions -- before any per ceptible value may be 
r e a l i zed from the study of grammar. 
Each of the earliest texts is composed of 
formidabl e defini tions; wordy, d iffi cult explanati ons ; 
i n tricate not es and remarks in very fine print; numer­
ous examples; parsing exercise s t o excess; rules of 
syntax; and endless exercises in the correc t ion of 
false syntax. 'l'he books are designed to produce 
correct and. polished speakers and writers, and to accom­
plish thi s the authors propose to mal,e the pupil letter 
perfect in the pars:tng of words and in the correction of 
false syntax. Such proficiency requires the memorizing 
of the text s e ction by section. 'l'he grammarians make 
sure that the pupil does not neg lect' ·.any de tail, no 
2Kerl, Simon. A Comprehensive Grammar of the 
En~lish Langua ge , p. III. 
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matter how complex or how trivial the detail might be. 
~'very rule, definition, remark, observation, and caution 
must be at the tip of his tongue if he is to be able to 
parse accurately, readily, and fully an accomplish­
ment which is demanded if success is to be attained in 
the stUdy of grammar. 
Brown's text may be used to show something 
of the intricacy of the subject matter of the early books. 
Ea ch of the t wenty-six rules of syntax is presented and 
following each rule are examples, exceptions, notes, and 
exercises. All of the notes are in the form and charac­
ter of subordinate rules of syntax designed for the 
detection of errors. Accompanying the first rule are 
two exceptions, fifteen observations, and twelve notes. 
An exercise in false syntax follows each note. 
Not only for use in parsing and in the correct­
ing of false syntax is it necessary for the pupil to 
memorize the contents of the book. The writers provide 
for the constant 6heck on the diligence of the learner 
as he proceeds page by page. At the end of each divi­
sion of his text, Kirkham has inserted such exercises 
as the following: 
;,What is language? -- How is language 

divided? -- What is natural language? 

* quotation marks are not used when sections 
of the body of the text are quoted. 'l'he quotation is 
indicat ed by the slngle spacing, the indentation, and 
the footnote. 
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\Vhat are the elements of natural language 

in man? -- Wherein consists the language 

of brutes? -- What is artificial language?3 

And so follow s a long list of questions which cover 
every detai~ in that section of the book. 
Butler provides for a test of the pupil's 
knowledge of the subject matter at the completion of 
each page of the text. At the bottom of the page in 
exce edingly fine print are questions, the answers to 
which require perfect mastery of the page. 
Of -whatdoes English Prom '!Iha t are --fIle 
grammar treat? principles of Eng-
To what do these lish granmrar 
principles relate? derived? 
What are the names Of what does 0ithog­
of tile divisions raphy treat? 
of Eng l is h grarr@ar? 
Pinneo als o attaches ques t i ons to each page ; 
and making the situation even more mechani cal, h e gives 
reference to the exact article in which the answer to 
the question may be fOlmd. 
Questi ons.-- IVhat is English grarrrrnar? 
See Art. I. -- What is established usage? 
Art. 2. - - Unde r what hea~s is En glish 
grammar treated? Art. 3 . 
3Kirkham, Samuel. Op. cit. , p. 26. 
4Butler , Noble. A Practical Gralmnar of the 

Engli s h Langua~e, p. 5. 

5

Pinneo ,. T. S. Analytical Gr ammar of the 

E~lish Lan5ua~e, p . 7. 

flfter Holbrook's book in 1873 "orthography" 
does not appear again in the table of contents o f' a ny 
of the t hi rty texts. Poetic art is rarely con sidered 
a part of the subj ect matter of a text-book on grammal'. 
In 1897 Earle reviv es the Vlord "prosod,T" and devotes 
one of tho dlvi2ions of h is grmncar to it. With that 
exception, however, the name is not used again. in the 
gralmna l' S in thi s study except as one of the i terns i n 
the Appendixes o f Mi lne's text publi shed in 1900 . 
Although the tables of contents i n Bosworth's 
t ext i n 1876 and in Swinton's text in 18'77 suggest It 
departure from the previous procedure followed in re­
gard to s u bj ec t matter and arrangement of parts, a 
closer study of the chapter f16adings shows t he. t except 
fo r the omis sion o f orthography a nd p rosody these books 
give i ndication of very l it tle originality on the part 
of th e author s and practically no simplification. 
(See j\ppend.i.x C, page 156.) Bosworth chooses to 
break away from the traditional wordi.ng and cal l s h is 
fir st d ivision Olas s ification and Properties of Words . 
He follows, however, t h e usua l custom of ine l uding 
definit·i on , remarks , orde r and model of parsing, a nd 
parstng ex e r c ises . Under syntax h e g ive s a ser i es of 
defini t i ons whi ch are followed by r ules of syntax 
and exe rcises on false syntax. Forty-three r emarks 
giv i n g di re ctions f or avoiding inaccuracies in the 
use of language appear next and are s u pplemented by 
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observations. A group of exercises is appended illus­
trating each of the forty-three remarks. 
Swinton's book, published in 1877, is made 
lLrtinteres t ing by the detail with which the subject matter 
is presented. After each rule of syntax are explanations 
and an exercise of sentences with which to apply the rule. 
Following the exercise in each case is a section on 
app lied syntax . 'l'hi s consis t s of violations and special 
rules. Under violat i ons the writer presents varying 
nlL~bers of cases and c autions. All of this detail is 
given , however, in good pr int and in such a clear manner 
that the thought can be grasped readily in spite of the 
fa c t that it is present ed at such length. Although 
Swi n t on has treated etymology and syntax in t wo d istinct 
divisions, h e has supplemented his discussion o f e ach 
par t of speech by a detailed exhibit of its fWlctions 
in the sentence. By this means he has made the study 
of etymology much more intelligible than it was in the 
ear l i er texts . He h as n ot required pupils to assign 
grammat i ca l prope rties to words which have no s i gn of 
those properti es without making cl ea r to them the func ­
tion of the word in the sentence. The author calls 
par t icular attenti on to his summaries, t opi ca l a na l ys e s, 
and written r eviews at t h e end of ea ch chapter. His 
written r eviews , like t h ose of the still earlier wr iters, 
include many questions whi ch necessitate a mere repeti­
tion of facts memor ized. Occasionally, however, the 
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pupil i s call ed u pon to do some const r uctive work which 
requires thought on his part as well as an exercise of 
the memory. An example of this llew procedure is t he 
second of the following points with which the chapt e r 
on n ouns begins: 
1. State the deriva t ion of the word 

noun. 

2. Write a sentence con t a ining t wo 

nouns, t he nam es of materia l objects, and 

a sentence con taining two nouns, ~he names 

of objects perce ived b y t he mind. 

Wi th Whitney's book in 1877 an e ffort to rid 
grammar texts of some of t heir tech n i c a l complexity be­
comes a ppa r ent. Bach o f the writers af t er t h is da te 
shows a decided t e ndency to simpl ify the subject mat ter . 
The very titles of the books suggest tha t the authors 
have s et for themselv es less stupen dou s tasks t han the 
earl ier wri ter s had undertaken. 'l'he following ti tI es of 
some of the e arliest books are significant : A Practi cal 
Gra.E"J'r.~!.'__o-,L_tE-~.EE_~i sn. I,anguage, A Compr(lh.en s i.~.!amnlE-E 
of the English Langua~, An Analytica l and Practical 
Graw~lar of the Eng l ish Language , and A Pr actical Gra mmar 
of the En g l ish Language Synthetic and Analytic. The pur­
pose of t he ear ly grammarians seemed to be to present the 
grammar o f t he En g lish langu age , an undertaking of some 
ma gnitude . 'rhe followin g titles of books o f l a ter dat es 
6Sw1nton, Wi l liam . A Grammar Conta ining the 
Etymo logy an d Syntax of the English Language, p. 25. 
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pupil is called upon to do some constructive work which 
requires thought on his part as well as an exercise of 
the memory. An example of this new procedure is the 
second of tJ-l(, following points with which the chapter 
on nouns begins : 
1. s tate t he derivation of the word 

noun. 

-:-- 2. Viri te a s entence containing two 

nouns, the names of material obj ects, and 

a s entence containing two nouns, Ehe names 

of ob jects perceived by the mi nd. 

i th Whitney's book in 1877 an effort to rid 
grammar texts of some of their technical complexity be­
comes apparent. Each of the writers after t h is date 
s hows a decided tendency to simplify the subject matter. 
The v ery titles of the books suggest that the authors 
have set for themselves less stupendous tasks than the 
earIi er wri tel'S had undertaken. 'l'he following titles of' 
some of the earliest books are significant : A P!act l cal 
Grammar of the Eng_~i s1!...f.!ingua~, A Comprehe~,!_ive Grammar 
of the English Language, An Analytical and Practical 
Grammar of the English Language, and A Practical Grammar 
of the English Lan~age Synthetic and Analyt i c. Th e pur­
pose of the early grammarians seemed to be to present the 
grammar of the Engli sh language, an undertaking of some 
p,agni tude. The following titles of books of la tel' dates 
6Svdn t on , William. A Grammar Con ta ining ,!;he 
Etymology and Syntax of the English l,angua ge, p. 25. 
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g ive evidence that the content of grammar' texts is less 
pr e tentious: Essentials 01'- En gli sh Gr~mma~, A Work on 
EnjQ,ish Grammar in Il!hich the Science of Language Is Made 
Tributary to the Art of 3XjlF~sionL 'l'11.e G!,amm~r of_~ 
Eng li 8h Senten ce, A Simple GT'_IlE,!!laT'--2.f__!1ngli sh Nov! in Use, 
Correct English - How to Use It, Loss?l1s and Exerci se s in 
English, Sentcnce _~ncl Theme, Gr~ar and Practice, B.nd 
En glish Fundamel1_~al-s. Grar<)l!larians no longer aspire, it 
v,ould seem, to exhaust the grammar of the Engllsh language. 
Instead, they present only tho se principles wi th which the 
pupil needs to be familiar if he is to speak good everyday 
English, and they combine with a study of these principles 
practice i n the use of correct speech. 
The t ab les of contents in the later texts offer 
further evidence of this new tendency to simplify grammar. 
By 1877 much of the subject matter of t he earlier texts 
has been el iminated. Even the time-honor'ed names 
etymology and syntax have practically disaPP(Jared as had 
orthography and prosody e,t an earlier date. Some variety 
appears in the wording of thG division headings; never­
theless without excep tion from 1877 to t he end of the 
century in 1929 t he subject matter of the texts is divided 
into the two major divisions of Senteeces and Parts of 
Speech. The sentence becomes the basis of study and words 
are g iven eonsideration only as they rune t)_on in sentences. 
(See Appendix C, page 155.) 
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In connection wi th this new and more rational 
selection and arrangement of subj ect ma t ter, Wis e ly's 
text published in Im16 is of especis.l i nterest. He 
divides his text into four parts: 
(l) The study of the sentence an a whole 
( 2) 'rhe study of the classes of sentences 
( ;») The study of the organic parts of the sentence 
(4 ) The parts of' speech 
In the first d i v ision the pupil has many sentences of' a ll 
kind s p laced b efore him arid he is led to see on ly the ir 
r esemble.nc e s, the a t tributes which ma ke them all sen­
tences or the expre ssions of thought. '1'he s econd section 
continues to deal wi th sentences , but now the pupil is 
shown tha t there are differences as well as likenesses 
in sentences and he learns to classify them accord ingly. 
The next step directs the pupil's a tt ention to the words 
which compose the different parts of the sentence, and 
he bec ome s aware of a unI ty in those word s ,j ust as he 
has been aware of a unity in sentences. He finds prin­
cipal words, subordinate or modifying words, and form 
and fe e ling wor d s used merely to fill out the form of 
the sentence. I n t he fourth and last d ivision the pupi l 
becomes fami liar with the different kinds of ideas 
express ed by words and learns to recognize parts of 
speech. By this order and method of presentati on the 
pupil sees that gender, person, number, and case of 
nouns and VO ice, mode, and tense of verbs -- so meaningless 
as presented in t he older texts -- are the result of 
dis tinctions in thought. 
After 1900 an evel'-increasing tendency to d is­
card much of the technical detail of the old_er texts is 
apparent. The long sections devoted to the inflection 
o_f parts of speech with which the earlier books were 
encumbered are no longer found. Fine distinctions are 
less and less fre quently stressed, and an attemp t is 
made to present only those facts which maybe immediately 
useful to the pupil in h is efforts to speak and write 
co r rectly. Not on ly is the term etymo logy no longer 
used, but instruction in etymology is reduced to t he 
minimum. Usually it is called into service only as it 
offers some incid ental illustration. In h is di recti on s 
to teachers in 1922 Cross makes t he followi n g significant 
statement : 
"Since the old classifications of nOU11S 
into COmlYlOn and proper', collective, abstract, 
and verbal do not function in the process of 
learning to write and speak, except in two 
or tlwee minor ways, it seems best not to 
make d e tached l e ssons of meaningless machin­
ery. Wh en we say that each i ndiVidua l name 
begins with a capita l letter, we have g i ven 
all t he useful information there is ab out 
common and proper nouns . 
"The agreement of the collective noun 
wi th i ts verb will be shown in Part III . 
The uses of verbals will be shown in connec­
tion wi t h the verb, instead of being exhi­
bi ted in part here, and t J.1.e o t he r uses e lse­
where . This disposes of quite a lot of gram­
matical lumber 7- all the use less classifica­
tion of nouns." 
7 
Cross, E . A. '1'he Lit tle Gr ammar, p. 43. 
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Cross directs the attention of the pupil to 
transitive and intransitive verbs and to the voice of 
verbs apparently in order that cOI'.fusion may not occur 
in determining the case of pronouns following verbs. 
No mention whatever is made of mode, the few uses of 
the subjunctive in conditi onal clauses being shown in 
an exercise. In his teaching d irections he writes: 
"Have your pupils write out certain 
verbs , like be, find, break, have, paint, 
sew, and telephone, in full f o r given tenses. 
The purpose of mtch a set of exe rcises is 
not that the pupils shall memorize any verb 
in all its modes, tenses, voices, persons, 
and numbers, but that they may become aware 
of t h e machinery we regularly employ to 
express certe.in shades of meaning. 118 
TIllS statement is more suggestive of change in the CQn­
tent of grammar texts when contrasted with the following 
statement made by Kirkham in 1829 : 
You may now read what is said respect­
ing the moods and tenses several times over, 
end then you may learn to conjugate a verb. 
But, before you proceed to the conJugation 
of verbs, you will please to c orrmit the 
following paragraph on the Auxi}iary verbs, 
and, also, the signs of the moods and tenses; 
and, in conjugating, you must pay particular 
attention tOgthe manner in which these si gn s 
are applied. 
Then following a discussion of aUXiliary verbs , signs of 
the moods, and signs of the tenses, Kirkham add s the no t e: 
8 I b id., p. 84. 
gKirkham, Samuel. Op . d i t ., p. 140. 
Now I hope you will so far consult 
your own ease and advantage, as to cormai t, 
perfectly, the signs of the moods and 
tenses before you proceed farther than t o 
the subjunctive mood. If you do, the sup­
posed Herculean task of learning to conju ­
gate verbs, will be transf~t;med into a few 
h OU1'S of pleasant pastime. 
Hoyt and Hoyt in 1923 g ive indication of a 
freedom in the use of the text unheard of in the earlier 
days when the only way to become a correct speaker and 
writer was to master the book step by ste p ir: the exact 
order in whi ch the sub ject matter was p resented. They 
wri tel 
"We have tried to introduce a logical 
method of arrangement and to put together 
in one place all that we have to say concern­
ing the structure of the sentence, devoting 
Part II to the forms of words and Part III 
to sorne questions of usage . t t is not neces­
s ary, h owever, to teach only one part at a 
time ; we frequently use all fou r at once, 
giving together the construction, the form, 
and the use, and illuirrating by the sen­
tences from Part IV. 11 
In 1928 Tanner has eliminated from his text 
the great mass of usel-ess teclmical principles incor­
porated in the earlier books. In addition to t h is , 
he g ives recognition to the f a ct that all pupi ls do 
not need to stud y equally even all of the topics which 
he includes in his book. He beg ins his text with a 
lOIbid., p. 142. 
11Hoyt , Mary Wilkins and Hoyt, Florence Stevens. 
Grammar by Practice, p. VIII. 
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group of exercises for review and diagnosis by means of 
which he tests the individual a oility of the pupils for 
the purpo se of ascerta ining how much and what kind of 
training and drill they need in g rammar and composition. 
'Ph is is a significant innovation in gr8.mmar texts. Of 
these test exercises the author writes: 
Let us regard them as 'setting-up' exer­
cises in pr eparation for our work in g rammar 
and cOI'!posi tion fo r this school year. Let us 
make good use of this "warmi ng up." Being in 
at the star t and securing the lead by a clean, 
quick "ge t-away" will do much to insure our 12 
coming in as leaders at the end of the contest. 
'l'he chapter headings in all of the texts after 
1900 s 210w that exercises in the constructing of original 
isolated s entences t o illustrate specified c onstructions 
are becoming more numerous. Composition, as a section 
to itself in the tab le of content s , had been found in 
the text of BosViorth in 1876, in that of Reed and 
Kellogg in 1877, and in that of Ear.l in 1897. No very 
close connection, h owever, was evident between the 
grammar and the compo sition work. Not until 1928, near 
the end of the peri od, is provision adequately made for 
the practical application of the principles of grammar 
in connected sentence s . Tanner, in 1928, follows his 
study of parts of speech as they are used in sentences 
by sections on the composition of sentences , the com­
12'1'anner, William M. Correct Engll sh, p. 1. 
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position of paragraphs, the cO!'.lposition of letters, and 
composition for immediate use. Perhaps the most effec­
tive selection and arrangement of subject matter is to 
be found in Baker and Goddard's text. The book is divideo. 
into twenty lesson units. 'Each unit is made up of two 
sections, the first dealing with language tools and the 
second wi th the use of language tools. Language tools 
are presented under two headings: words (their defini­
tiona and d erivation) and grammar. The second section 
is compo sed of a corQ.pos ition model, a vocabulary study, 
/
precis writing based upon the model, original c omposition, 
and a read;l.ng list. Paul and Miller, in 1929, 'skilfully 
alternate each grammar lesson with a lesson in composition. 
Although the grammar sections are complete, they are 
obviously inserted for the purpose of increasing the 
pupil's ability to express himself in the composition 
lesson which follows. 
The study of the tables of c on tents in the 
t h irty texts, as described in this chapter, discloses a 
tendency throughout the centu ry (1) to simplify the sub­
ject matter of grarunar by reducing gradually the number 
of forms and prinCiples to be memorized and (2) to make 
grammar a more purposeful study by providing an increas­
ing amoun t of practice in original conposition. The con­
tent of the earliest texts appears to have been selected 
for the purpose of producing perfect masters of the gram­
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mar of the English language. No technical detail is 
omitted. Wi t h only one exceptioll, all of the g rammarians 
from the beginning of the century up to 1876 present an 
exhaustive study of orthography, etymology, syntax,and 
prosody . Each of these divisions is based upon the pre­
ceding so definitely that a mastery of tl;le one is neces­
sary for the successful study of the following. The only 
application of the facts of the language so laboriously 
memorized is made in parsing exerc i ses and in exercises 
for the correction of false syntax. After 1876 sections 
on orthography and prosody are no longer included, and 
the old conventional terms etymology and syntax seldom 
appear. Although exact ul'l.iformity in the naming of the 
section headings i s not observed, t h e subject matter of 
the grammar text s from 1877 t o the end of t h e cen t ury in 
1929 is devoted to a study of sentences and parts Cif 
speech. In the text published in 1896 a mor e natural and 
reasonab le selection and arrangement of subject matter 
are defi nitely estab lished. The wr iter first deals with 
sentences, emphasizing t heir similarities and then cla ll s l ­
fying them according to their differences. Next he pre­
sents a study of words as they are used to compose sen­
tences. As the last step in the s tudy he t eaches parts 
of speech. 'rlle sentence , rathe r t han words, has come to 
be the p rincipal unit of study. F'roD t h is time many 
exercises for the constr'uction of original s entences are 
provided, and the pupil becomes aware of a r ea l purpose 
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in the study . By 1921 the gral"Inatical machinery of' the 
earlier texts has be en discarded. In c ontra st with the 
practice of the earliest gramnarians of devo ting many 
pages t o t r a nsitive and intransitive v e rbs, the subjunc­
tive mood , t he conjugation of verbs , and other mechanical 
details is the less comp lex method of modern writers of 
presenting only sucl" information in regard t o these topics 
as is direc tly useful to the pupil in his spe e ch. In 1928 
dia gno s ti c t es t s provide a means b y which it may b e deter­
mined in what tra ining a pupil n eeds drill so t ha t he ma y 
no t h ave to use h is ti lf. e for t he study o f any unnecessary 
t e ch nicaliti e s. Many of the ex ercises for composing 
isolated sentences have been re placed by i n t e resting 
exercise s in the writing of origina l compositi ons. Each 
grammar l es s on is combined with an as signment i n whi ch 
the pupil is tra ined to put the grammar he has studted 
into i mmedia te use in an att empt t o g ive effective expres­
sion t o h is own t hou ghts. T'he subject matter is designed 
t o ma k e grammar a too l t o be used for strengthening the 
power of expression. 
CHAPTSR V 
RULES AND D:<:FINITIOflS 
In the previous chapter a minute sturly of the 
tab les of contents and chapter h e adings disclosed changes 
i n the content of the texts and in the ordor of presenta­
tion of the subject matter. In the presen t ch apter chang ­
ing tendencies throughout the c entury i n the pre sentation 
and use of rules and definitions are observed. 
The opening pages of tho earliest texts show 
that rules and definiti ons are !'latters of s ome conS8­
quen ce . Each of the .first t en o f the g ral'1l11ar text s lmder 
considera t i on begins with a long list of forbidd ing - looking 
definitions . I n e ach o f the texts practically t h e same 
terms are d e fined: l a nguage, natura l language, artificial 
language, grammar, universal gramrl1ar, particu l ar grarmnar, 
estab.lished usage, etc. Several o f the grarnnarians cla1m 
t hat t heir par ticular treatises merit praise because of 
their manner of presenting rule s and defi n i t ions. In h1s 
notes t o tea chers, Pinneo states tha t he has striven for 
Simplicity in definitions. l Bullions make s t h e following 
intere sting statement: 
IPinneo , T. S. Anal~~~~~l Gr ammar of t~~_E~gl~~ll
Language, p. 5. 
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"In rules and definitions t hroughout, 
accuracy , brevity, euphony, and adaptation 
to t he pr ac tical operations of t he school 2 
room, h a ve oeen part.icularly attended to.1t 
BosvlOrth makes special mention of the uniformi ty of rules 
3and definitions i n h is text. A careful stUdy of these 
definitions in the texts themselves, however, shows that 
the difference between them and the definitions in other 
books i s so slight as to make it neglig ible. Each defini­
tion is formal in nature and presen ted without an apparont 
purpose except to serve as a memory lesson for the long­
su ffe ring pupil of gra~~ar. 
Each s ec tion into which the books are divided 
opens ab ruptly wi t h a definition presented in large type . 
'I'he explana tions , information, and remarks whi ch follow 
and supplement the definitions are g i v en in very fine 
prin t t h e reby making the defini tions s tand out boldly 
and prominently. Th e volume of detail, wh ich is included 
in t he explana tion, accounts readily for t he use of the 
fine print. Kirkham in 1829 begins h is sectlon on nouns 
',7i th the defi n ition : 
A n oun is the name of any person, 
place, or ,thing; as man , Charl_es_ton, 
knowledge. 
~ullions, .Peter. Analytical and Pr acti cal Gram­
mar ?f the Eng lish Language, p . IV. . 
3Bosworth, 
lillglish Language, p. 
Marcus. 
IV. 
A Practical Grammar of the 
4Kirkham, 
Lec~ures, p. 30 . 
Samuel. English Gr ammar in Familiar 
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'rhen i n ve17 fin e print are the foll owing detailed 
COm)l1ent s: 
Nouns a r e often improperly called 

substantives. A substantive is the name 

of a sub stance only; but a noun is t he 

name of a subs~anc e and a quality. 

Noun, der i ved from the Lat1n word 
nomen, signifies nalne. The name':- of 
anything tha t exists: whether animate 
or inanima te, or which we can see, hear, 
fee l , taste, smell, or think of, is a 
noun. Animal, bir d , creature, paper, pen, 
appl e, ?reTa.: hOUSe, iiiQ(reBt-y,- vIrfue , -­
aanger are all nOilllS. In order t hat you 
may ea311y distingui sh thi s part of speech 
from others, I w111 gi ve you a s ign, whi ch 
will be u s e fu l to you when you cannot t ell 
it by the sense . Any word that wi ll m2.ke 
sense wi th the before 1 t , is a noun. 'Pry 
the foll oViing words by t hi s sign, and see 
i f t hey are n ouns : tree, mount a in, soul, 
mind, conSCienc e , understanding. T'he tree, 
tho mountain , t ho soul , and s o on.--You 
perceive, tha t they wil l make sense wi th 
the prefixed ; therefore you know they are 
noun s. Ther e are , however , exc epti ons to 
this rule, for some nouns wi ll not mak e 
sense with the prefixed. These you 1'1111 be 
able to d is"ffiigui sh, if you exer ci se your 
mi nd, by their making sense of theJ\lselve~; 
as goodn ess, s obr~_ety , hope , imm~r:.ta:l:.~s[. 
Nouns are used to denote the nonenity 
or absence of a thing , as well a s its 
reality; as n ot h ing, naught, vacancy , 
non-exis tence , invisibili t y. 
Nouns are sometimes us ed as verbs, and 
ver bs as nouns, according to thei r manner 
of meaning; and nouns are sometimes used 
as ad jectives, and ad ,i ectives as nouns. 
'l'hi s mat ter will be explained in the con­
cluding pa rt of thi8 l ecture, where you 
will be better prepared to comprehend it. 
~f 'l'he word thl.ng, from the Saxon 
verb t h i ngi an, to thi nk, is a l mos t 
unl.imited in its meani ng. It may be 
applied to every an ima l or creature 
in t he unive r se. By the term creatura, 
I mean that which has been created: 
as a dog, water, di.rt. This wor-d 
1s also frequently appli.ed to acti.ons i 
as, "To get drunk i.s a beastly thing . ' 
In t h is phrase it signifies neither 
animal nor creature; but it denotes 
merely an action; th!5rei'ore this 
action is the th:tng.· 
1'he writer apparen tly has succeeded in an earnest effor t 
not to Olhit one fact in b is discussion of the noun. 
As has been stated in an earlier chapter, the 
ult ima ta end and aim of t h ese early granunar texts i s to 
be rea lized by means 01' i nnumeI'able exercises in parsing 
which requirs the continual reiteration af rules of 
gramlllar previously memorized word i'or word. The impor­
tance which Kirkham attaches to definitians in a study 
of grammar i s shoVin in the i'O'l l ovring quotation taken 
from ths sec tion i n which he gives h i nts to teachers: 
"The method which they (other grammarians) 
have generally suggested , require the teacher 
to i nterrogate the pupil as he proceeds; ar 
else he is-permitted to parse without giving 
any explanatians at all. Others hint that 
the learner ought to apply definitions in 
a general way, but they lay down no system­
a ti c arrangement of questions a s his guide. 
'I'he system~ order lai d down in t h is work, 
if pursued by the }Jupil , compels h im to 
a pp ly every dei'inition and eve ry rule 
t .ha t apperta i ns to e a ch word h e parses, 
without having a question put to him by 
the t e acher. • • • The author is, there­
fore , anxious to have the absurd practice, 
wherever it has been established, of causing 
learners to commit and recite def l nitions 
5 
Ibid., p. 30-31. 
, 
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and rules without any simultaneous applica­
tion of them to practical examples, i mmedi ­
ately abolished." o 
The pupil must not only mol'\' the definitions and hoVi to 
apply them, but he must also be a b le to rehearse them 
i n a particular order prescribed by the grammarian. In 
the text proper after a aetailed stUdy of the n oun ~nd 
the verb , the author pl'es ents what he calls It Sy:~matic 
Order of Parsing. Following this is the state!!lent: 
I will now parse t wo nouns according 

to the order , and, in so doing, by app ly­

ing the d efinitions and rules, I shall 

answer all those qu()stions g iven in order. 

If you have perfectly com~itted the order 

of parsing a nou~-ana~-a-verD~ou may 

proceed with me. 

Succ ess in such an exercise cnn be attained only as a 
result of extreme diligence. After lessons in the 
pars ing of nouns and verbs, the writer continues: 
You may parse these and the preced­

ing exercises, and all that follog, five 

or s ix times over, if you please. 

Showing further something of the tedium necessary in 
such a study, t he following remark appears after an 
exercise for parsing articles: 
After having parsed thes e articles 

several times, please to read t h is third 

lecture c ritically, observing to parse 

every example accordin g to the directions 

6 Ibid., p. ll. 

7
Ibid., p. 50- 51. 

8
Ibid ., p. 54. 
previously given, wh ich wi ll pr epare 

you to parse systematically al l t h e 

articles, nouns, and verb s i n th~se 

subsequent exerci s es in parsing . 

The gramma r ian, not obli v i ous t o the fe.ct tha t dif fi­
cult i e s are inevitable as the pu pil att empts to re ­
hear se the definit i ons, give s the fo llovl ing adv ice: 
If you ca~~ot repea t all t h e d eri ­

ni tions and rulrB' spread t h e CompendlU!l1 

when you pe.rse • . 

Evidence i s gi ven t ha t the l earner needs, as one would 
expect , some prodding i n orde r t o keep h i m fai thful. to 
the t a sk. Evidently in order' to kee p up t he s pirit of 
the l earner , t he gr amrr:arian off er s t he foll owing words 
of comf ort : 
When you shall have studied t h is 

l ec ture attent ive l y , you may pr oceed and 

pa r se the fol lowing exerci ses , conta i n ing 

five pa r t s of s peech . I f, in ana l yzing 

t he s e exampl es, you f i nd any wor ds wh ich 

you cannot parse correctly and sy s tema ti ­

cally by ref erri ng to your Compend f or 

def initions and rUles, you wi l l please 

turn back and read over again the who le 

five lec t ures . You must exorcise a 

11ttle patience ; and, for ·your encour age ­

ment , pe rmi t me to remind you, t hat when 

you shal l have ac quir ed a t horough kn owl ­

edge of thes e fiv e par ts of s pe ech , only 

f ive more wi l l r ema in f or you t o l ear n. 

Be"iimbit lous to excel. Be thorough in 

your investigations . Give your reasoning 

powers f ree scope . By s tudying t hes e 

l e c tures with a ttenti on , you wil l acqu ire 

mor e g r ammatical knowl edge i n three 

monthslihan is commonl y a ttain ed in t wo 

years . 

9 I bid . , p . 67 . 

l OIbid. , p . 73 . 

ll Ibid., p . 82 . 
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Brown's text also rr~y serve as an example of 
the complexity and monotony of the task imposed by the 
earlier writers in regard to the repeating of formal 
grammatical rules. He divides parsing into eight praxes. 
In the first praxis the pupil is requ ired merely to dis­
tinguish and define the different parts of speech. The 
definit:lons are numbered, and in class work pupils are 
required to give the nunber with the definitIon to make 
sure that no on e loses the place. In the second praxis 
the pupil must d istinguish and define the di f ferent parts 
of spe ech and the classes and mod:lfications of the 
articles and nouns. The definitions to be given here 
are t wo for an article, six for a noun, and one for an 
a d jective, a pronoun, a verb, a part:lc:lple , an adverb, 
a c onjunction , a preposition, or a n i nterjection . I n 
the third prax is there is the additi on of classes and 
mod ifications of adjectives, in the fourth of classes 
and modifications of pronouns, an d in the fifth of 
classes and modi f icati ons of verbs and participles. 
The sixth praxis calls for the distinguishing and 
defining of the d ifferent parts of speech and all their 
classes and modi fica ti ons. The de f ini tions to be given 
in the s ixth praxis are t wo for an article, s i x for a 
noun, three faT- an a~jective, six for a pronoun, seven 
for a verb, two for a participle, t wo for an adverb, 
bvo for a conjunct1on, one for a pr eposition, and two for 
an i n terjection. '1'he seventh and eighth praxes deal with 
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syntactical parsing which requires the pu p il t o distin­
guish the di fferent parts of s peech a nd the ir c l asses, 
to men tion the modif i cations in order, to po i nt out the i r 
re l a t ion , a g rsem3nt, or government. e..nd to apply the rtl.l !~s 
of syntax. In the e i ghth praxis are exemplified nearly 
a ll t he Ex cep t ions an d ObS8Pvati ons under Hu1es_.£.f Syn~~ 
and t h e Notes. 'fhere are ten Notes
- -- ­
and two hundred 
Obser ve. t i ons. 
Whi tney , Whose g r ammar was not publi shed unt i l 
1877, i s t he fir s t o f the write r s cons i de red i n t h is 
riis sertation to brea k away from the practice of openi ng 
the text-book on gr alllllla r ,7ith a list of f ormal d efiniti ons. 
'rhe page i n his text g ives much le s s the impression o f 
a text-book than do the pages of the earlie r writers . 
Wh i tney ha s given h is s ec tions numbers in true t ext - book 
styl e . He ha s , however , used no f i ne p r in t . Certain 
words for emphasis are pr inted t n a v ery heavy , b lack 
type , but defin itions do no t give the i mpr ession of 
standi ng out on the page as the,r do in the texts which 
preceded h i s . I n h is sec t ion on parts of spee ch , he 
begin s at on ce i n a s imp l e and r e adable manner a d i scus ­
sion o f U S (' S of words. He writes: 
Our l an guage , l ike eve r y o ther, i s made 
u p of words. 
Each wor d has its own particular 
pa rt to p l ay in the work of express ing 
our thought s: its own meaning , and i ts 
own ways of be i n g u s ed along wlth other 
words. 
~3 
Thus, for example, sun, moon, star 
are the names of objects . 
But shine, move , twinkle are of quite 
another character; they are net nrune s; they 
are words wh ich Vie 
t h ose given above , 
put with 
to state 
names like 
or declare 
something about the ob,jects to which the 
names belong: as when we say 
the sun slj~nes; the moon f<10Ves; the 
stars twinlde • . 
Ste-p by step he leads up to parts cf speech in such a 
fashion toot the exple.nation ra ther than the defini tion 
is the i mportant matter. The de finitio:r. is , in f ac t, 
the natural outgrowth of the discussion wbich precedes 
it as is indicated by the author's statement: 
'rhus we have the defird tion: 
A noun is the name of any t hi ng, a 
word that can stand , alone or with 0i.~er 
words, as the subject of a s entence. 
This definition, placed at the very end of the discus sion, 
i.s made i nconspicuous. 
No t only does Whitney present hi.s· rules and 
defi.nitions in a new manner, but be also proposes to make 
different u s e of them from t ha t mad.e by earl1.er grammar­
ians. In hi s preface he writes: 
"I have also for t he mos t pa rt avoided 
the use of set rules, lest they should 
come to be applied mechanically. In study­
ing the grammar' of one's own language , the 
l Whi. tney, Willirun D. Essent ials of English 
Gr~mmar fo r the Use of Schools, p . 6. 
13Ibid ., p . 11 . 
true end is not attained unless such 

a real understanding is gai n ed by t h e 

scho la.r that he can state in his own 

lant:,'U a f; e the principle involved; and ' 14 

he should be made, or helped, to do so . " 

In spi~e of Whitney's reaction against the mechanical 
application o f:' ru l es, he provldes for c onside rable 
pra c tice in parsing. Ap parently h is mind rebels a gainst 
the r epe tition of rules of grammar; yet in aetual pre.c­
ti c e he cli ng s to some of i t. Wi th the first of his 
exercises, he g ives t he following note: 
"There a r e various sty les of pars ing : 
a full e r style, when every detail is given 
abou t the wo rd parsed, with the r e ason for 
everything; and a briefer, i n which only 
t he mat t ers of mo s t importance are men­
tioned; and the reasons omi tted. '1'he t eacher 
must dete rmine at any time what style shall 
be expected. He wil l naturally begin with 
t he fu ller, and pass gradually to the 
brief e r wh e n the other b ecome s a mere 
burdensome repetition of tgi ngs we ll 
und erstood and f a Id_liar. III 
The grammarian a t t empts, t herefore, to ac quaint the pupil 
with the rul e s an d principles which underlie the construc ­
tion of sentences. He relieves the pupil, however, o f 
t he monotony of excessive repetition. 
I n 1877 Reed and Kellogg a lso mi n imize the 
v alue of t he r e hearsa l of rules of grmrur:ar in parsing 
exercises. In connection with directi ons for-parsing, 
14Ibid., p. VI. 

15
I b i d • • p. 63. 
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they write the follow:l.ng note to the teacher: 
". • • • You mus t judge how fre­

quently a l esson l:l.ke this i s needed, 

and how much pars:l.ng should be done 

orally day by day . 

" In their Oral Analysis let the 

pup:l.l gi ve at first the r easons f or 

every s t atemen t-,-but guard a gainst t heir 

doing this mechanIcally and :l.n set t.e rms; 

and when you think it can safely be done, 

let them drop it. But ask now and then , 

whenever you t hin), they have grown care ­

less or are gues sing, for the rCEtSOn of 

t h is , that, or the other step taken.,, 16 

Later in the same text is another protest against the 
usua l met hod of procedure in parsing: 
"We do not bel ieve t hat t he chi e f 

end of t he study of grammar is to be 

able to pars e well, or even t o analyze 

well , though, without question, analysls 

reveals more clearly than parsing the 

structure of the sentence, and is 

iu@easurably supe r ior to it a s intellec­

tual gymnastics . \'/e wo ul d not do away 

with 'lDarsing altogether but wou ld give 

it a subord i na te place. 

"But we must be allowed an emphatic 

pr otest agains t the needless and mechani ­

cal quo t ing , in parsing, of Rules of 

Syntax . 11 .1 '/ 
In 1890 Rigdon writes: 
"parsing affords a good opportunity 

to teach nI~tnes8, caref n l ness , and 

accuracy." 

16 .Reed, Alonzo and Kellogg, Brainerd. A Work 
on ~nglish Grammar and Compositi on , p. 49. 
17 
Ibid . , p. 183 . 
18 . R~gdon, Jonathan. Grammar of t h e l];nglish 
Se?tence , p. 64. 
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He rrskes no p retense that it aids in acquiring correct 
speech. He wr ites further: 
itA reasonab le amount of parsing is 

excel.lent , but it can be easlly overdone. 

It is not n early so he l pful as exercl~e s 

in construc ting orlg inal sentences." 

In 18 80 Ridpa th clalms the distinction of pre­
s enting grammatica l 	 principles by means of a new method. 
lie calls his method 	inductive because h e deter mines the 
pr inciples as a result of an examination of the language 
itself. He places before the pupils extracts which 
illustra te the principle which he wishes to teaeh. 'fhe 
pupil studies the extract and, 'Kith the guidance of the 
t ea c h er and brief direetions in the text, works out the 
principle for hlnis e lf. 'rhe following quota tion from 
Ridpath's discussion of parts of speech illustrates h is 
proc e dure : 
tracts -- 1. The sun is t he source 

of all· terrestri al power. His warmth 

keeps the deep sea liquid, and the atmos­

phere a gas . • • • - 'l':lmdall 

2. Ah! then and there was hurrying to 
and fro, 
And gathering tears and tremblings 
o f di s tres s ; 
And cheeks a ll pale wh ich but an hou r ago 
Blushed at the pra i se of their 
own lovel iness. - Byron 
3. Oh, hark! oh , hear1 hoVi thin a nd clear , 
And thinner, clearer', farther going1 
01'1 , sVleet and fa r , from cliff and scar, 
The 	horns of Elfland faintly blowing. 
- Tennyson 
19rbid . , p. 64. 
7'7 
45. An examination of the 'Nards which 

crnnpose these extracts will show - ­
1. That many of them are the names of 
t hings. 
Exampl es: 'l'he words II sun", t! sourceu, .. 
Hpower", "sea", "gas H, Htrwnpet", "bomb lt , etc.~"· 
-l(-Let the student , under t he 
direction of the teacher, go through 
the extracts carefully and point out 
every word which is the name of any­
t hing. And so o~Oeach of the other 
parts of speech.­
The definition of the noun does not appear until the end 
of the sec tion is r eached. Ev en t here, it is presented 
in fine pr int merely as a conclusion to the section. 
The same general method is followed by other writers 
also. Lyte in 1886, Baskerville and Sewell in 1895, 
and Wisely i n 1896 a11 proceed on t he theory that all of 
the facts of gramma r are embodied in the langu.age , and 
pupi ls are given sentences and are d irected to discover 
the rules and princ i ples first hand. 
After 1900 the tendency introduced by ''1hi tney· 
in 18'1'1 to lead u p to rules and definitions by simple and 
natural steps rece ives constantly greater 6mphas:!.s. Each 
of the writers discusses his subject with the pupils in 
an exceedingly informal, clear manner. The writer in a 
sense puts hi mself ana level with the learner and talks 
to him in somewhat the same way that a teacher might 
20Ridpath, J·ohn Clark. An Inductive Grarmnar of 
the English Language, p. 35. 
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talk to his pupi ls. 'l'he texts present much more 
variety than did the earlier books. The discussion 
of each of the writers is different from that of every 
other ons in spite of the fact that they follow the same 
general tendency: something of the imprint of the writer 
himself is apparent. In the sections on parts of speech 
the granmari.ans familiarize the pupil wi tb. the meani.ng 
and use of parts of speech an d then at the end of their 
discus sions , v ery muc h as a matter of fact , state their 
definition . The definitions a r e g iven little prominence; 
as a matter of fact, the statement of them is scarcely 
necessary as the explanation has made the principles ' 
clear before t h e defin itions come. The brevity , as 
well as the simplicity, with which the principles are 
presented is noti ceable in contrast to the lengthy di8­
cuss i ons of the earliest texts. Dengler in 1914 opens 
h.is chapter on parts of speech in the following manner: 
We have learned that the two essential 
eleme nts of the sentence are subject and 
predicate and that t h e subject and the 
predicate may contai n phrases and c lauses 
used as modifiers. We shall n ow see that 
the sentenc e f i nally divides into words. 
According to their uses in sentences, 

words are divided i n to classe s called 

parts of speech. 

Do not ask what a word is, but, what 

it does. -­
There are many words, however, that 

u sually have the same use: and their part 

of speech, therefore, is fairly u n iform. 

1:n the sentence, "New York is a large 

cit.y", "New York" and "city" are used as 

name B and are called n01.illS. 

A word that21s used as a name of' any­

thing is a noun. 

In 1923 Hoyt and Hoyt's presentation of' the noun is 
equ.allcT dlrect and clear . They write: 
People who work get names because of 

the kind of work they do. 

What is a man who f'arms called? 

Wha t is a person who teaches called'? 

What is a man who makes shoes called? 

Can you think of' any other names 

that have been given to people because 

of' work that they do? 

Words used in. sentences get names 

because of' the kind of' work they do when 

they are making the sentenc es. 

The dog barks. 
I n thi s sentence the word %og does 

one kind of' work, and the word arka does 

another kind of' work. I'lha t kind of work 

does the word dog do? 

The word dog is the name of' an animal; 

it is called a noun. All words used as 

names are call~nouns; a noun may be the 

name of a person, of' a place, ~~ a thing, 

of' an animal , or of' a thought . 

In 1929 Paul and Miller present parts of' speec h in the 
following, i n teresting fashi o n : 
In a mod ern workshop each man has 

his par t icular place. Sometimes, of' 

course , a wopkman may be taken f'rom on e 

21Dengler, Walter E. Lessons and Exer c ises in 
~ I" h 28 001!.ng J. S , p. -t:..Jv. 
22Hoyt, Mary Wi lkins and Hoyt , Florence Stevens. 
GramrnaT by Pr acti ce, p . 1. 
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job and put on ano ther, and every man is 
not asked to help on each task. Somewhat 
similarly, in t he building of sentenc es 
there are eight parts of speech which may 
be employed. . One word may in turn serve 
several different uses. According to their 
function in s ent ences words are classified 
into t he following eight group s or parts 
of speech: 2'< 
1. Nouns -- words used as names. U 
Along with the newer practice in presenting 
gramr~a tical facts, the tendency t o cease memorizing rule s 
becomes more p r on ounced. In 1886 Lyte malces the sta te­
ment in h i s preface : 
"It will be seen that•••• the re­

lations and forms of words and sentences 

are to be learned by studying these rela­

tions and. f or ms rather t han b y committing 

definitions a bout them."24 

In 1895 Baskerville and Sewell g ive further evidenc e of 
a change in emphasis i n t h e tea ching of grammar. 'l'hey 
write: 
"Surely our noble language, with its 

enormous va cl',bula ry , its pecul iar and 

a bundant idioms, its numerous periphrastic 

forms to express every possib le shade of 

meaning, is worthy of serious study, apart 

from the mere memo riZ',ing o~ inflections 

an d formulation of rules." 5 

Wisely in 1896 makes an even mo re ext reme statement when 
h e says, t ha t rul es and definitions a re no t g ive n in the 
23paul , Harry G. and Mil ler, Wi l~i am D. Engli~h 
Bsse ntials for the Hi gh School, p. 116. 
24Lyte , E . O. Grammar and Composition f or Common 

Scpools, p.. III. 

25BaskerVille, W. M. and Sewell , J . W. An English 
Gr amlTlar fol' the Use of Hi g h Sch ool, Ac ademy, and Col~~ 
Classes, p. 11. 
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text-book fo r t he use of the pupil: 
" •• .only such de1'101 ti ons , s ta te­
ments of f acts, and explanations, as have 
b e en . thought necessary to help the - t eachers 
in leading the child to think h is way through 
the subject, have been inserted. 
"'rhe defin1 tions and princip les t hus 
inserted are for the teacher and no t for 
the pupil. 'l'hHrH 1s no nHHd for committing 
any law or gr1nciple of language from a 
text-book ."~6 _ 
Brown 's statement in 1856 that "the book itself 
wi l l make anyone a grammar1an!l27 seems far r emoved from 
the comments of t he writers of th1s la ter period. No 
doubt the following r emarks made by Blount and Northup 
in 1914 would h ave seemed to Brmm like a sacrilege: 
"Nearly every definition in our gram­
ma tical sci ence is incomplete or o t her wi se 
i mpe r f ect. It is i mpossib le to make per­
f ect defini t ions for a living growing 
organism like language. • • • It is better, 
therefore, tha t the recitation should con­
sist not o f repetition of the material in 
the text, but of discussion of ind ividual 
sentences, the text being used for' reference. ,,28 
liard in 1917 g ives further emphasis to t he tendency to 
cease cowm1t t ing rules. He writes: 
"The writer has never seen t ha t much 
is accomplished by learni ng definitions 
2Bwlsely, J. B . A New English Grammar, p. 4. 
27Brown , Goold. Institutes of Eng lish Grammar , 
p. V. 
28 
Blount , Alma and Northup, Cl a rk S . An English 
Grammar for Use 1 n Hi gh and Normal Schools, p. 341-':342.­
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and r ules. He r e commends that t he memor­

i zing of rules be s paringly r equired. "29 

In conn ection with his dis cuss i on of parts of spee ch , 
Cross mak e s the following significant statement in 1922: 
"It is not very important to know a 

faultless definition of each of the s e ; 

but it is helpful to one who wi sh es to 

speak and write accurately and easily to 

be able to recognize eaeh pe.rt of speech 

read i ly."30 

I n 1923 Hoyt and Hoyt add their protes t aga ~lst the use­
les s memorizing of rul es . They write : 
"The existing grammar s a r e cHffi­
cult a nd ineffective l a r ge ly because 

they insist on logically consis t ent def­

i ni tions. A child '.'Ih o can en.s :lly under­

s t and Vlh!l. t a noun or a verb really does, 

b e c omes confused by the number of words 

n ecessary to a perfa c t definition •••• 

Why not a ttack Engli sh as i t is and evolve 

gr ammar in pra ctice'! Why no t , mo reover , 

force the chi ld , so anxious to escape 

thought, so r eady to l earn a form of words, 

to t hink the t h i ng through for himself , 

t o find out what the word 1s doing in 

t he s entence . and t o m8ke his own 

defini tion ?"Jl 

'i'hroughout t he later t exts many exerci ses call 
f or a knowl edge and underst anding of gra.mmatical princ i pl e s, 
but very few call f or the r epeating of iron- clad r ules 
and none call for a mere r eh earsal of them. Pars ing , 
29Ward, C. H. Sent enc e and Theme, p . VIII . 
30Cros s , E . A. The Li t t l e Gr ammar , p . 39. 
3lHoy t , Mar y Wilkins an d Hoyt, Fl oren ce Stev ens . 
Op . cit . , p . VII-VIII . 
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which has been on the decline, is looked upon wi th more 
and more di s p l e r:l sure and receives i ncreasine;ly less a tten­
tion afte r 1900. In that year llilne writes: 
"Parsing and diagramming , which have 
come somewhat into disrepute t':lrough abuse 
or misappr ehens ion of their province and 
use, have been given due consifleration as 
formulas of ~~ves tige. tion and ana lysis 
expression. I! 
Al though parsing is fast losing favor, pars ing eXln'cises 
(of' a much saner type t han pl'eviously used) a ppea r regu­
l arly t h r ough the texts of' Baker in 1907 , Fernald in 1908, 
and Blou.nt and :'Iorthup in 1914. Dengler in 1914, hovfever, 
breaks compl etely away fr on the old traditi0nal custom 
and inc ludes no parsing exercises in his tex t. Aft er t hat 
time such exerci s es have practically di sappeared f'rom the 
pages of the texta of till s study . As late as 1923 Hoyt 
and Hoyt r ef'er t o certain of their exercises as parslng 
exerci ses. Il1hat pRrsing to them is e, very different 
procedur e fro m the earlier exe rclses i s evident f'rom 
t he followi ng note: "Parsa means t o tel l al l you ':lave 
learned i n you r grammar about ever y word in the senten ce.,, 33 
Par s ing is g iven some cons ider ation in t h e Appendix of 
the texts of Ward in 1917, Frazee an d Wells i n 1921, a nd 
;l'anner in 1928 . No parsing whatever is included in the 
32Milne , ,Tames . An Engli sh Gr ammar fo r the Use 
of Schools, p. V. 
3i10:rt, Mary Wilkins a nd Hoyt, Florence Stevens. 

op . cit . , p. 21 . 
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texts of Cross in 1922, Baker and Goddard in 1928, and 
Paul and miller in 1929. 
'rhe preceding discussion gives evid.ence of 
gradual change in granmar text-books in the pr e senta tion 
and use of rules and defini tions. '1'he earliest writers 
have made definI tions the r~ost conspicuous feature of 
t hei r tex ts. 'l'he ereat nmnber of them and the prominence 
they are given on the page suggest at cmcs something of 
the s i gni f icance which grammarians attach to them. They 
form t he nucleus arou!ld which the sub;] ect o f grammar is 
pre sented. 'llhe pa.rsing exercIses and exercises for the 
correction of false syntax compel the pupil to cOl'lLmit to 
memory ea ch of the definitions in turn with all of its 
many exceptions. BeginnIng w1th 1877 emphasis shifts. 
Understanding the principle set forth in the rule becomes 
a more vital factor than be:i.ng able to repeat the rule in 
the words of the grammarian. fJ.1he defi!1i tion is presented 
only after it has been made self-evident from explanation 
a nd d iscuss1.on. Writers begin to protest a gainst requir­
ing pupils in pars i ng exercises to repeat over and over 
rules with wh ich they are perfectly familiar. After 1900 
fewer rules and definitions are pre sented and their impor­
tance is minimized. :'0 great value is placed upon the 
ab i l ity to repeat a defi nition. Exercises in parsing 
a ppear less frequently and are much more brief in requ ire­
ment than they were earlier. The first of t:'le gram\'narians 
to provide no exe rcise of any k ind in parsing appears in 
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1914. l;'rom that time until t h e end of the century i n 
1929 none of t he g r am::'1arians r equire the rehearsing of 
rules of g r ammar. 'Ehe latest grarr,~arians att en pt to 
familiarize the pupi l with the prin ciples of gr ammar so 
tho.t he may be a b le to recognize and understand correct 
Eng l i s h and be a b le to use it ' inte lligently himself. 
Numerous exepcises i n pra ctice 1n the use of cor'rect 
Eng lish necess itate the u nderstanding of princip les of 
grammar, but no exercises requir e the memorizing of 
those princi ples. 
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CHAPT:i:H VI 
NA'l'URE 01<' DRILL EXEIWISES 
Chapter V t raced changi ng tendencies in the 
manner of pres enting rU.les and definitions and the use 
which was made of them. Ch['.pter VI discusses evidences 
of change i n t he nature of the sentences used in illus­
trative ex e rci s e s . 
Th e sentences which a re provided for pr o. ctice 
in par"lng i n the texts dating from 1829 t o 187'7 offer 
an interesting study. In view of the f'tct tha t exer c lses 
in pars i ng play such an import .mt part in these early 
b ooks , it is no t surprising tha t the s en tenc es used for 
thi s purpose are the result of considerable thought on 
the part of the gra!!ll"larians. In their notes and prefaces, 
they point with satisfactIon to the nature of the sentences 
i n their exercises. Pinneo writes : 
" I nterest in t he study, it is hoped , 

is secured by the varietr. a nd attrac tive 

na ture of t h e exer c ises. 11 

It would s eem that the writers have s par ed no pains in 
selecting s entences which they hope will bring to their 
books the commenda tion of the s erious - minded scholars of 
Ipinneo , T. S. Analytical Gr amma r of the Engl~:?l:.l 
Langua~. p. 5. 
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the day. They rlaITO assumed not only the task of teA.ch­
i n g the principles of the languag e, but they have also 
undertaken to direct the pupil's mind to n oble thought.s. 
Many of the sentences teach a lesson or present a moral 
which exalts th(~ virtues of the young. 'l'hey are of a 
serious, almost lofty, nature. Brown makes the following 
interesting statement in regard to the exercises in his 
text: 
"In drawing his illustrati ons from the 
stores of li tera ture, the grall1marian may 
s elect some gems of thought, which will 
fasten on the memory a worthy sentiment, or 
relieve the dullness of minute instruction . 
Such examples have been taken from vartous 
authors and interspersed through the follow­
ing pages. 
liThe moral effect of early lessons 

being a point of utmost importance, i t 

is especia l ly encumbent on al l those who 

are endeavoring to confer the b enefits 

of i ntellectual culture, to guard a gainst 

the a runission or inculcation of any 

princip le which may have an improper 

tendency, or be ultimately prejudicial 

to those whom they instruct. In pre­

paring this treatise for publication, the 

author has been solicitous to avoid every­

thtng that could be offensive to t he most 

delicate and scrupulous reader ; and, of 

the several thousands of quotations g iven, 

he trusts that the greater part will be 

considered valuable on ac~ount of the 

sentimen ts they contain." 

In spite of the exceedingly favorable comments wh ich 
the writers themselves make in regard to their exercises, 
2Br own , Goold . Institutes of English Grammar 
Methodicall!. Ar r anged, p. VII-VIII. . 
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the sentences for the most part seem to present day 
teachers ill adapted to excite in the young student an 
interest in the task of' parsing and a love for the sub­
ject of grammar. The writers make no attempt to appeal 
to the natural normal interests of the boys and girls 
who are to use the b ooks. The sentences do contain many 
worthy s en timents; but it is very questionable whether 
the dull, laborious task of _mechanical parsing would 
place the pupil i n a receptive mood for the moral 
teachings which t he sentences contain and of which the 
grammar ians are inordinately proud. 'rha following are 
illustrative of many of the sentences which appear in 
the early texts: 
To correct t h e spirit of discon­
tent , let us consider how l i ttle we 
deserve. 
'l'o seek God is wisdom.3 

Young man, if you wish to be 

resPicted, you must be more assidu­

ous. 
Falsehood is a most odious vice. 
All men should obey ghe corlli~ands 

of their Heavenly Father. 

Death bring s happiness to good men. 

Prayer leads the heart to God and 

He always listens. 

3Kirkham, Samuel. English Grrunmar in Familiar 
Lectures, p. 153. 
4 Ibid., p. 160. 
5Butler , Noble , A Practical Grammar of the 
Engli sh Langua ge, p. 217. ­
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Industry secures health, and con­
tentment, and happiness. 6 
We should conquer all our evi l passions.? 
Sincel'i ty and truth form the basis 
of every virtue. 
Virtue, diligence, and industry, 
joined wi t h good temper and prudence, 
must ever b e the surest means of pros­
perity.8 
I shall henceforth do good and 
avo i d evil, without respect to the 
opinions of men; and resolve to solicit 
only the approbation of that Being, 
whom a lone we are sure to ~lease by 
endeavor ing to please Him. ' 
A trifling gift, a little kindness 
goes a great way and i s long remembered. 10 
To err is human; to forgive , divlne. 
The good desire to know, and strive 
to obey, the will of God. 
It is delight ful to see a young 
person, besieged by powerful tempt ations 
on every side , acquit hi mself glorious ly, 
and resolutely hold out against t he most 
violen t assaul t s ; to beho l d one in the 
prime and flov{<,r of his age , courted by 
pleasures and honors , by the devil, by 
all the bewitching vanities of the world, 
rej ect t hlT all, and cleave steadfastly 
unto God. 
Keep thy spirit pure fi'om worldly 
t aint by the r epell ent s t rength of virtue. 12 
*Pinneo, T. S. Ope cit. , p . 44 . 
I bid. , p. 125. ~ro\Vn , Goold . Op e cit ., p. 139. 
OIbid. , p. 144. 
I Greene , Samuel.S. A Grawnar of the English 
Language . p . 207. 
1lBosworth, Ma rcus. A Practical Grammar of the 
English t~n~age Synthetic and Analyti(:, p. 55 . 
I d., p . 61. 
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Beginning with Whitney' s text in 187'1, the 
exer c ises which are supplied for drill purposes take 
on a new tone. He and the writers which fol l ow him 
se em less prone to exhibit a moral than were the earlier 
gramruar'ians. 'Ehe illustrations are for the most part 
simple , clear', understandable sentences, the purpose 
of wh i ch is nothing more t han to illustrate the prin­
cip l e whi ch is being taught. I n t h is c onnection Wh itney 
wri tes : 
"In the body of the wo rk I hav e 

preferred t o use a lmost exclusiv ely 

illus t rations made off hand becau s e 

sllch see med to me more desirable ; 

the more familiar and everyday the 

exemplication of prinCiples, the 

b ett er; and the pupil should b e led 

to form them for h1mself as much as 

possib l e."13 

P e rmit t ing pu pils t o wri t e ori ginal s ent ences a s i l l u s­
trat i on s o f point s und er discus s i on is a new step in 
g r ammar text -books and one which leads to much greater' 
s im p licity in sentences. From this time the exercises 
of having pupils wr ite t heir ovm sen tences is adopted 
to a g r e ater and greate r extent . I n the s enten ces whi ch 
are supplied b y the wr i ters , t her e i s no c on t inuity of 
thought, noth i ng which woul d tend to attract and h old 
the interest of the pupil ; yet t h e thought is wi t hin 
1 3 .Whitnex, Wi lliam D. Essentials of Engllsh 
Grammar for the YaEl of Schools , p . VI. 
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the range of his understanding and appreciation. The 
followin g , taken fron Wisely's text publlshed in 1896, 
may suggest the nature of the sentences found in the 
t ex ts of t hi s period~ 
The house is made of brick. 

The cup and spoon were pr e sents. 

Th e horse is a useful animal. 

The g irl's cheeks are rosy. 

'.I'he man placed his hand on the 14 

boy's head. 
An examination of the sentence-s in. NiilX'w ' s text 
published i n 1900 g ives indication of a chan ging tendency 
a gain in the n ature of the sentences used in exercises. 
Milne , Daker, Fernald, and Blount and Northup use almost 
exclusively sentences selected fran literature. Follow­
ing each of the sentences is the name of the author from 
whose writing t he quotation is taken and in s ome instances 
the title of t he selection i s given a lso . The following 
taken from Fernald 's text, published in 1908, may serve 
as examples of the sentences used; 
The little dogs and all, 
'fray, Blanche, and Sweetheart , see, they 
bark a t me . 
--Shakespeare, King Lear, act iii, s. 6 
Thou hast seen a fa rmer 's dog bark at a beggar? 
--Shakespeare, King Lear , act iv, s e. 6 
Wood-pig eons c ooed there, stock-d oves n estle d there; 
My trees were full of song s and flowers and frui t. 
--Chri stine G. Rosset ti, From House to 
House, st. 7 
Ther e sits a robin on the old e l m tree,-­
And wi t h such stirring music fills my ear , 
14Wisely , .T. B . A New English Gramr~ar , p. 106. 
I mtght forget that life had pain or fear. 15 
--Anna Maria 'NeIls, The Old Elm Tree 
The se grar;marians give expression to their belief in "the 
vii.lI!ue and far- reaching effect of t he use of literary lang­
uage to exemplify the principles of gra~nar. Mi lne states 
in his preface tha t h is purpose has been "to use illu stra­
tive sentenc.es of such value in giving pleasure and i n 
st imulating thought that the pupils will be led into a 
l ove f or grrumnar and thence into a love for 11terature.,,16 
QUestion a t once arises in the mind of the reader as to 
the soundness of t he theOT'Y that a pupil might be attra cted 
to literatuI'e by sentenc es with which he is required to 
s truggle in a grammar asslgnment. Milne adds the state­
men t : 
"Grea t care -has been exercised in 
selecting s entences t hat should b e at once 
apposite f or illustration , r ich in thought , 
and healthful in sentiment. It is, perhaps, 
not a vain hope ttilit some of these literary 
gems may prove potent factors in quickening 
and refining t he Ii terary taste of pupi Is 
and in g iving to their t houghts rich color'­
ing, thus awakening a great interest in the 
treasure s 0; literature and an eager cravlng 
for them. "l 
~'he sentences ar e , to be sure, carefully s elected quota ­
tions from good authors. The pupil in most ins tances, 
h owever, mus t necessarily be unfamiliar with the s e lection 
15Fernald , J ames C. A Working Grammar of the 
Engli sh Language, p . 6. 
16Mi lne, J'ames M. An Engl i sh Gramma!' for the 
Use of Schools, p . III . 
17 Ibid., p. IV. 
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from which the qu:otations are taJ.r en. As the sentences 
appee.r in the grammar booJ.{ vti tb.out their cOD.tex t much 
of the beauty of the thought is lost. It is difficult 
to undorstand how such isolated sentences could have much 
pos sibility of "awakening a great interest in the tl' ea sures 
of l iterature and a n eage r C!'£Iving for them. " 18 Furtber­
more the exclusive use of quotELtions froE litel.'>ature seems 
to sugge st that the principles in grammar apply only t o 
literary language , a l anguage vlh i ch i s in a sense foretgn 
to the one wh ich the child knows and uses. 
As !'light be expected, after a time graF"arians 
r evert again to a more simpJe mode of expr)essicn in the:lr 
i llustrative exercises. By 1914 they are using s i rrple 
everyda y illustrations . The unadorned, c ommonplace sen­
tence s i n Deng ler's tex t which appeal to t he untrained 
mind of the child are i n s triking contrast to the more 
s cho larly sentences in the gramFars which appeared shortly 
before. In one of his exercises, for instance, he uses 
the f ollowing sentences: 
A great wri ter revea ls h1lnself eve rywhere . 
Can one d es i re too much of a good t hing ? 
How far is i t to the next station? 
crhe boat move s slowly down the river .19 
18Loc • cit . 
19Deng ler, Wa lter E. Le ssons and Ex e rci se s in 
English, p . 96. 
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Although the exercises in Dengler's text and in the texts 
of the writers who innnedi a tely follow him are composed of 
sentence s without any connection with each other 'Or any 
story inteI'est whatever , at least the pupi l is given prac­
tics with sentences the content of whioh has a definite 
meaning to him. On this point Wa rd writes in 191'7: 
"True practice is not furnished by 

a hit-or-miss list of selecti ons from 

literature. Hence the writer has gat:1ered 

sentences a nd passages that have plain, 

human content and that are really adapted 

to the needs of high school students."20 

Frazee and Wells in 1921 supply two types of 
exercises -- the literary and the colloquie.l -- so that 
the pupi l may have some contact with both. The child 
experiences any value, therefore, which may be attached 
to literary quotations, and at t he s ame time he has the 
opportunity of dea ling wi t h t he sort of language which he 
and his cl assma tes use eVeJ7day. The grammarie.n e.dds 
zest to the study of grarirnar by means of the hums.n con tent 
of the sentences as is snown by the foLLowing example: 
011 look I '1'here goes Gabrai th Rogers 
flying over the Maryl8.l1d Hotel. He is 
throwing something down to the people i n 
i'ron t of the hot e1. Let 's run and s ee what 
it i s. Oh l he 1s coming ne ar er. Seel he is 
dropping rose~l Hurry I or he'll l and before 
we get there. 
2OWard . C. H. Sentence and Theme, p. VI I I . 
21Frazee, Susan Isabel and Wells, Chauncey We tmore. 
Grammar and Practice, p . 7. 
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'rhe pupil see s tlvJ.t colloquial languac,e is just as 
correct as is literary langLulge and the. t grarrrrna tical 
principl e s are directly applicable in h is everyday cpn­
versation. Crose, as we ll as Frazee and "Iells, presents 
both types of exerc ises with emphas 1s on the more i nforrnal 
type. 
'rhe exercises in Hoyt and Hoyt 's text publisbed 
in 1 923 !l_re somewha t d i fferent from any studied so far. 
The sentences of most of the prose exercises are taken 
from a literary selecti on, but they hav e been rewritten 
and adapted to the needs of the occasion. Poetry is used 
for many of the exercises. In each instance either an 
enti re poem is used or a quotation is given which is 
complete in thought. The au thors write : 
"In this book gr ammar is taught by 

means of sentences taken from books we 

should like our children to know; long 

experience convinces us tha t the finding 

of a fami l iar passage in a new poem or 

book brings a ~~y of which we should not 

deprive them." 

The s e lections are v ery different from the detached liter­
€try quot a t ions in the earlier books. 'l'he r e is some con-
t inuity between the sentences of many of t he exe rcises 
thereby making the lesson i nteresting. The fol lOlv-ing i s 
an example of the exerc i ses : 
22Hoyt , Ma ry Wi l kins and Hoyt, Florence Stevens. 
Grammar by Practice an Aid to Thinking and Writing , p . VIII. 
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But the boy from Netherlands had not 
been born and brought up in the muscle­
building air of the Dutch dikes for nothing. 
'fhe American spiri t of ini tia tive had 
en tered deep into the soul of Edward Bok. 
'l'he boy was almost dazed. 8.t the instan­
taneous tran sformation of the man. 
Eventful day aft er eventful day followed 
in Bchrard's Boston visit. 
- - Adapted from A Dutch Bov Fifty 
Years Ago.23 
'ranner in 1928 follows a pl an different from 
that of the writers preceding him. His sentences f or 
drill are not literary quotations , nor is there the 
slightest continuity of t hought between them. In this 
latter' sense his exercises resemble those in some of the 
earlier texts. An exal'lination of the sentences, however, 
shows that they are rad ically di f ferent from any used by 
earlier writers . l 'hey do not appear to have been written 
with the t hought of ente rta ining the pupils; yet they a re 
full of human i n terest . They are brief and clear and 
wi thout exception admirably sui ted to illustre.te gral"ma ti­
cal principles, this after all being their chief purpose. 
liI a ny of the sentences in Paul and Miller's text are com­
posed of d e tached but very usabl e s entences much after 
the order of those in Tanner's book . Interspersed through 
their book, however , are many exercises in paragraph form 
with a definite story elemen t which should appeal to the 
high school boy or girl. The following is an example of 
23Ibid ., p. 152. 
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these exer'cises: 
(1) Yesterday I had my first fig..l--tt . 
( 2) Since I am a new pupil in this school, 

the bovs had t o initiate me. ( 3) One tall 

fellow'shoved me off the side walk, 8.nd I 

shoved him into a ditch. (4) 'i'hat started 

the f i ght. (5) He was big and stout, but 

I knew more about2~oxing and was qu icker 

on my feet •••• 

Of the t hirty gra.n:mar texts examined, t .hat of 
Baker and Goddard has made the mos t satisfaetory and 
attrac t i ve provisi on for drill by exe rcises . 'Ehe authors 
write: 
"Car e has b een taken t o give the 

exercises a uni t y of thought or story 

interest t hat will lead nature.l ly and 

directly to t he composltion assignments 

and that will help to carry t h e form 

element over to actual practice in speak­

i ng and writi ng."25 

As was stated in an earlie r chapter of t h is d:le se r t a tion, 
the book is divided into lesson units, each uni t being 
composed of both composition and grammar and each d ealing 
throughout with a general subject • .Each of the exepcises 
consists of sentences suggeste d to t he autl10rs by some 
piece of literature, and the subject matter of eacl1 exer­
cise i s peculiarly appropria te and apt in that secti on. 
24paul , Harry G. and IHller , William D . En gl i sh 
Essentials for t he Hi gh School, p. 93. 
25Baker , Rannie B. and Goddard, Mab el. English 
Fundamenta ls , p. XI. 
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In the section entitled "Mee.ltime", for inste.nce, the 
sentences i n the exercise are based upon the breakfast 
prepared for Clifford in Hawtborne's House of Seven 
Gables ; 26 in the section entitled "Myself" one exerclse 
is suggested by Franklin's Autobiography: and Poor Richard 's 
27 
Ma x ims and a sec ond one by Bok's A Dutch Boy l"ifty Years 
Ago; 28 and in the section entitled "My Country", Roosevelt's 
29Winning the West and Hale's A Man Without a Country30 
hav e b een brought into use. And so throughout the book 
the content of each ex ercise bears directly upon the sub­
ject vlhich is of particular interest to the pupil in that 
section of the book. In a clever fashion the writers hold 
the att ention of the pupil by means of sentences wh ich are 
excellent illustrati ons of the grammatical principles which 
are being studied. 'rhe following are the opening sentences 
of t h e exercises in the "MealtirrlB i ! section: 
1. The fish peddler's conch was heard in 
the street . 
2. Poor old Hepzibah was searching 
earnestly for a recipe. 
3 . '1'his maiden lady heaped wood into 
the fireplace. 
4. The last lingering dusk in the room 
was drrven out by the fire. 
5; Will i ng, ha£py Phoeb e wa s bus tli ng 3about the kitchen . 
An examination of the illus t rative exe rcises i n 
26Ibi d ., p . 29. 29Ib1d • , p. 60 . 
27Ibid . , p. 45. 
r 
30Ib1d ., p . 61. 
28Ib i d . , p. 46 . 31Ib i d . , p . 29. 
the thirty grammar' texts shows, therefore, a continuous 
change throughout the century in the nature of t .he sen­
ten ces used. l'he grammal"ie.ns before 1877 provide sen­
tences many of which are extremely formal and dlgnified 
in character. Apparently they are designed to serve the 
double purpose of giving practice in grammar and of lead­
i n g the pupil by their moral teachings to accept duty, no 
matter how i rksome, in ordor that he may become vil'tuous. 
In 1877 a reaction corees against this tendency to direct 
the morals of the child by means of exercises in grammar . 
In the text-books from 1877 to 1900 the writers use 
f ami liar, everyday sentences which seem to have no purpo se 
other than to illustrate points taught. In 1900 grammar­
ians return again to a more pretentious kind of exercise. 
Their illustrations are quotations from literature, and 
grammar becomes a il:ost exclusively a study of literary 
langue.ge. By 1914 the tendency to use s i mple sentences 
of an informal nEl tUl'e has agaln become prevalent. From 
this time until the end of the century in 1929 the exer­
cises give indica tion that the granma rians are striving 
to make grammar a more natural, human suaject than it was 
formarly even at the expense of making their texts seem 
less learned a n d impressive. lifter 1921 the writers seem 
to make an especial effort to catch and hou.d the interes t 
of the pupil by means of ex ercises which have e. story 
i n t erest running through them. The grannnarians a ccept 
ch ild nature as it is and make their appeal to ch ildre n 
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rather than t o a dults. 'r h e exe rcises c onsist of Ilvely, 
i nteresting s entences which attract the child and make 
the g ra=ar lesson less pedanti c and more purposeful than 
did the arti fi cial exercises in the earliest grammar texts. 
CHA.t'TER VII 
OPPOH'fUNI'l'I KS Io'OR CREA'rIVE 'fmNKI NG AND WRI'rING 
1'he thirty grammar text s have been s tmUed so 
far for evidences of the develo pment of chansing tenden­
cies (1) in the physical fea tUl'es o f the books, (2) in 
objectives, (3) in content and presentation of subject 
matter , (4 ) in t he pres entation and us e of rules and 
d efinitions , and (5) in the e x ercises provided for drill. 
Chapt e r VIr presents a continuation of the study of 
changing tendenci es . 'l'he study in t his chapter is 
d ir'ected to evidenc e s of change i n opportuni ties for 
creative thinking and writing by provi sion for orig inal 
appl i cation of the principles of grammar . 
In t h i s dissertation n o t h ing has been s a id to 
t hi s point regarc.ing any sort o f crea t i v e work on t he 
part of t he pupil. All a t t e ntion has b een directed to 
the material whi ch the g rammar ians t h emselves have 
supplied in the tex ts an d t h e r equirements made for the 
mastery of tha t materia l. Some of the earli e st wr i te rs 
- - namely, Kirkham, Butler , Brown, and Kerl - - appa.rently 
think tha t no cre a t ive work is es sential. This bl'anch 
of study to them c on s i s ts of an exerci se i n the mastery 
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of the principles of grammar as set forth in the book 
wi thout a ny drill whatever in the origi nal applica tion 
of the s e princip l es. Gralll.'nar is defi ned as the art of 
s peaking and wri t i ng wi t h proprie ty. A s t udy of the 
t ext - books themselv es, howeve l', shoVis t hat gy·amma r ill.ns 
attemp t to teach how to speak correctly but mak e no t the 
s l igh test effort to teach t heir pupi ls to s peak correct ly. 
The wr ite r s do no t pos sess ev en enough human curiosity to 
wi sh to try out thei r pupils t o see how succ e s sf'QI t helr 
system of t each ing r eally is. No prOVision is mad e fo r 
a ttempting t o put t ho prin ciples t augh t into practi cal 
use even by roquirl.ng t he construction of or :t ginal sen­
tenc es. '1'0 be s l.ll'e , Ki rkham has placed t he tit le 
"Composi ti on ll at the begin."'ling of a sma ll s ect i on of t h e 
book . Under th1 s headi ng i n fine pr i nt he wr i te s: 
It may be l aid down a s a maxim of 
eterna l truth, tha t EQQd sense is t he f oun­
dation of all good wrrting. One who under ­
stands a sub jec t we l l , will sca rcely write 
il~ upon it . 
Rhetor ic, or t he art of per suasi on , 
requi r es in a wri t er, the union of good 
s en se , and a l i vely and cha ste imagi na tion . 
It i s, t h en, her province t o t ea ch him to 
embe lli sh h i s t houghts wi th e l egant and 
a ppr opriate language, vivid imagerYl and 
a n agr e eable var i e ty of expression. 
Then f ollow h igh s ounding, di f ficult d e f ini tions of 
pers picuity and precision under t he J.arger topi c sty l e 
1 
Kirkham, Samuel. Engli sh Gr ammar in Famili ar 
Lectur es, p. 219. 
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and of uui ty, clearness, strength, and harmony unde r 
the topi c struct",U'8 of sentenees. ~'or cxmnple he wri ti;s: 
~recision, from praecidere, to cut off , 
signif ies retrenching all supel'flui ties, 
and pruning the expre.ssion in such a manner 
as to exhl tJ i t nei thor more nor les3 t han an 
exact cOPX of the ideas intended t o oe 
conveyed . z 
Th e reader is at onc e i mpressed with t h e unnece s sary com­
plexi t y of t h e wording of "t he definiti ons. 'I'he t h ought , 
simple enou gh i n i t s elf , is expre s s ed in such ornate 
language t hat the pupil wou ld hav e diffic ulty in grasping 
it. The s e ction ends with this rehearsal of defin! tions. 
Absolutely no composition assll;nments are provided . J"us t 
what u s e the pupil is t'J n1DJC8 of these fOrIt.1al, e lD.'borateJ.~r 
worded def ini tions the reader i s forever in d oubt . Th ey , 
like rules of grammar, evid ent ly are to b e memorized a nd 
s tored away in the memory ready t o be ca lled forth and 
in some magic fashlon put into immediate practical use 
at s om.e f uture tirne when the lear ner Vli '-he s t o speak 
with espe cial pr ocision or clearness. 
In 1850 Pi nneo write s in h i s intDoduction: 
"Compo s i tion is taught in all its 
elementary pr i n ciples, and the construction 
of sentences i s i ntr oduc ed a t the commence­
ment, a nd continues throughout t he bool{~3 
As a ma tter of fact, h owever , i n spite of t h i s assur ance 
2 Ibid . , p . 220. 
3pi nneo, 'r. S . A.nalyt i cal Gr ammar of the Engl_ish 
Langua~, p . 5 . 
from t h e author, no :,Jl:'ovislon is made in the book itself 
for tho writing of any original connected sentences. 
The author does provIde numerous exe rcises in which the 
pupil i s required tJ complete s entences by fJ.lling in 
blanks wi t h nouns , pronouns, ver bs, and t he like, and 
others in ~ihi ch he is r8qu1 red to cons truc t many short 
disconnected sentences as i l lus trations of principles 
und er cons ideration. '1'0 this extent Pinneo is in advance 
of Ki r kham and Bu t ler, t h e t wo grammarians who precede 
him in chronological order, and of BrONn and Kerl, t h e 
t wo who 1'0110;1 him, since each of them has i gnored the 
pos s i bility of exercising the puptl's power in any kind 
of orig inal expression. 
Throughout t he body of his text Bu l lions, whose 
book wa s published i n 1862, has made no aS Si gnments for 
t h e constructing of original sentences. Lik e Kirkham, 
nev ertheless, he has devoted a section at the clos e of 
the book to composition. 'i'hough his presentation of 
this subject is like Kirkham's in its f ormality a nd 
unusable qualities, it is much more comprehens i ve . He 
opens the chapt er with the f ollowing: 
1119 . CompOSition 1 s the art of 

expressing our sentiments in spoken or 

writ ten l anguage. It is of two kinds, 

Prose and Poetry.4 

4Bul l ions , Peter. Analytical and Praetical 
GraI'L1J1ar of the English Language, p. 235. 
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He follows thi s by statements i n n.ne prin t regardlng 
prose , poetry, d.irect c1iscourse, and inclirect or obl1.que 
discourse. Each statement is catalogued by a paragraph 
number: 1120, 1121, 1122, and so on. Next in a long 
expository section he explains that t he chi ef business 
of gram~ar is t o l ead t o attainment i n compos i t ion and 
t ha t grarmnar, after a ll, is merely a compilation of 
rules de termined by good u sage. This leads to his next 
d ivi s ion in which he expounds at some length upon the 
sub j ect of Good TJ"!..age d isplaying many cannons and rules 
which are to be memorized. After t he pupil has cO!l1J11itted 
to memory all of t he se minute language niceties, he comes 
to a section headed Hints for C~.rJ.:ect an d E le~ant \'[ri ting. 
Not until the pupil has learned the defini tions of purity, 
propriety, precision , etc. is he prepared to wr ite what 
the grarunar i an calls " r egul ar t hemes. " Under the heading 
Themes the wr iter contimles: 
1164. The next step i n composition is 
the w1.'i t1.ng of regUlar themes. 'Phe sub,i act, 
however, should always be such as is no t 
above the capacity of the pe rson who is 
desired to compose, for , if it i s , t he whol e 
benefit r esul ting from t he exe rcise will be 
nul lified . 
1165 . A t heme is a regular set subj ect 
upon Which a person is requi r ed t o write ; 
or t he dis sertation that has been written upon 
such a sub ject. Some of the simplest sub jects 
for theme s are t hose drawn from natural history, 
or na t u ral philosophy. At a l l events they 
should not , i n the first i nstance, be drawn 
from sUb .i ect s of an abstrtJ.s e and abstract 
charac t er . 
1166. The following may serve as speci­
men s i11 tl1i s department:­
'1'heme I - 'l'he horse. 1. Describe what 

sort o f animal the horse is. 2 . Tell some 

of the different ki.nds . 3. Mention the 

var i ous ways in which this noble animal is 

se r v icearJle to man . 4. State what would be 

the consequence of wanting him. 5. l',iention 

the treat'TIent to whi ch he is entitled, and 

the cruelty of ill-using such a creature . 

r'Vr i te themes upon the c ov/ , t he d o g , 
the sheep, poultry; ana fol lovi the same Plag 
as that follo'lled in writ i ng upon the horse . ' 
In like ma=er 'r h eme 2 d eals with the sun, Theme 3 with 
day and night, Theme 4 wi th composi t ion, Theme 5 wi t h 
cOl'lpany, Theme 6 wi th narratives, 'rheme 7 wi t h remarkable 
ev ents in sacred or profound h istory , and 'I'heme 8 with 
distinguished characters in the diff erent ages of the 
world . In section 1167 t he author lists one hundred 
t hirteen subj ect s a ll of which a re as uni nte rest ing , 
abstract and incapable of bei ng used as theme subjects 
for ch ildr en as are the first t wenty which follow: 
1. On Attention 11. On Bad Scholar 
2 . " Advers'ety 12. Charity" .,3 . " Ar dor of Mind 13. Clemency 
4 . " Art 14. Compassion" 5. " Attaclu!1ent 15 . Conscience" 
6 . " AnD'er 16 . " Constancy
'" 7 . " Air 17. " Carelessness 
8. " Benevolence 18. Curiosity" 
9. " Beaut y 19. Cheerfulness" 
10. " Biography 20 . " Contentment6 
Bullions' s ec t ion on compos'L tion is significant 
in t h at h e is t he first of the grarr;lnarians actual ly to 
5Ib id., p. 243. 

6Ibid ., p. 244. 
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provide for the w:d ting of original composition. 'l'heme 
wri ting is clearly an artificial, unnatural procedure 
with him . He suggests that it is an unpleasant exe rcise 
when he states t h at fla theme is a regular set subject 
upon wh ich a person is required to write .,,7 Si nce there 
are so many topics about which a chIld has a keen inter­
est, it seems inconceivable that Bullions would select 
so many s ubjects about which the pupil would knovi so 
little and would have so little incl ination to write. 
BOSW01'th's text in 1876 is tho next one after 
Bullions ' which contains a complete chapter devoted to 
composition . The following diagram of theme subjects 
t a ken froM Bosworth's work shows tha t to him composition 
is the s ame lifeless, formal , rhetorical exercise ' that 
it was to Bull i ons sixteen years earlier . 
137. Diagram 
I Simple Subjects 
(Horse 
(Cow 1. "Iher e found 
(Hog 2 . Description 
(Sheep 3. Nat"ure ( Wild or 
(Dog 	 ( domestic 
Lower nimals (Cat 	 (Long or s h ort 
(Lion 	 ( lived 
( Elephant 4. Subsists upon " what 
(Camel 5. Use 
( Monkey 6. How s hould ani ma ls 
be treated 
(Similar 	diagrams are made for the followi ng 
topics: Vegetable Kingdom; Mineral Kingdom , 
Man, Pro f essions, and 'i'rades or Occupations.) 
7Ibid., p. 243. 
II Abstract Subjects 
Peace 1. Defini tion 

Wa r 2. Origin 

Life 3. Un iversality 

Di sease 4 • Hight 0 r 7Jrong 

De ath 5. Former and pre sent views 

Pra:rer 6. Benefits or evils 

Amb ition 7. Conclusion o~ practical 

Pri tle reflections . 

Gambling 

Pr e ced ing the list of theme subjects Bosworth 
does not ente r into such a detailed discussion of rhetor­
ica1 excellencies as Bullions does. He beg ins with short 
defin i tions of CQliJPo si tion, Prose, and Verse , div i ding 
Pr ose Composi t ion into Narratives, Le tters, Essays, 
History, Biography, Memoirs, Philosophy, Sermons, Hove ls, 
and Speeches . 2ach of these d ivisions is explained 
briefly. In the following explanatory par agr aph Bo sworth 
accounts fo r the brevity of the chapter : 
" In an ]~nglish grammar desi gned for a 

text - book , it is no t necessary to tre a t in 

full of t he s:tyftes in prose composit i on. 

The following a rticle is intended to assist 

beg inners in writing essays, and may be 

introduced by the teacher at any time he 

thin~s best. If the pupils have stlldied 

the preceding part of t h i s book, they 

s h ould be required to punctuate thei r 

essays properly; t h en the \'lords should be 

clas sified and parsed, and the sentences 

analyzed. It is not n e ces s ary to g ive an 

ex tensive list o f subjects. In addit i on 

to t hose subjects found i n the following 

diagrams, the teac her s h ould suggest such 

as are appli~able to t h e at tainment of 

h is pu pi l s. " 

8Bosworth, Ma r cus. A Pr a ctical Graull'!a r of t he 
En g l i sh Language, p . 110-111 . ----­
9 Ibid ., p. 110 . 
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In his statm'lent above, BOtWIOl'th shows that aft er all 
even in his composition assi p;nments he has a classifica­
tory interest. The tas}, impos ed upon the l earner is not 
light. Tha t the author, rorgetting the point of view of 
the pupil, is l ost in the intricacy of his s ubject is 
evident when , after i mposing upon the pupil the drudgery 
of composing a theme on such a weighty subject, he re­
quires him to tear apart the sentences, so laboriously 
const~lcted, for the arduous task of classifying and 
parsing each word . 
In one particular, however, Bo sworth is in 
advance of Bullions . Early in his text are exercises 
'Nh:tc h call for the pupil to tes t out h is understanding 
of gralllI[latical principles by attempting to illustra te 
them wi th sentences of his own composition. The author 
inser ts t he following note which is significant in the 
s t udy of changing tendencies in opportunities f or creative 
thinkinG and writing: 
" 'rhe teacher should require frequent 
exercise s in writing. He should introduce 
all the principles in orthography and punc­
tuat ion t hat are neces s a r y in the progress 
of t he work. '1'he proper u se of capi tals , 
correct spelling, ill1d the ~tnctuation of 
short sentences, should be taught f r om the 
beginning . 'I'he blackboard, slates, or 
paper may be used to suit the circumstances." lO 
'I'hi s provision for making first-hlmd use of principles 
lOIbid., p. 10. 
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taught 1s a new and forward-looking tendency. 
In 1867 Greene, In a statemen t of the pecu­
liariti e s of h i s book. writes: 
;'80 far a s a text-book can do it, the 
pupi l i s made to use and apply his knowl edge 
as fa s t as he acquires it, by means of exer­
cises which compel him to think, write, and 
i nvent for himself. "11 - -­
This tendency is of significance as to the general trend 
of t h inking along these lines at this date in spite of 
the fact that, strangely enough, the author neve r asks 
the pupi ls t o construct sentences or wr .t t e composi, tions. 
In 18'77 wh en Reed ,,-nO. Kellogg say in the preface 
of their book that ilevery principle unfo lded in the lj'ints 
and every i diom, comrnon constructi on, and for:n , l earn ed 
by t he pupil i n analysis and parsing of the wi de range 
of sentences given i s fixed i n memory and,. abov e al l , 
in prac:.ti c~ by vari ed and exhaustive drill in composl tion",12 
their statement is literally true. Hegularly , following 
each l esson in which a new principle is taken up occur 
lessons ma rked Composition in whi ch abundant exercises 
a t'e provided f or putting the n ew pr inciple i n t o i mmediate 
practical use as an aid in sentence mastery and correct 
usage. 
IlGr e en e , Samuel S. A Grammar of t he Eng ll. sh 
Language, p . 6. 
12 Reed, Alonzo and Kellogg , Bra i nerd . A '"Iork on 
l!!nglish Grammar and Composi ti on, p. 5. 
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In addition to their many exer ci s es for the 
construction of sentences, Heed and Kel l ogg give over 
one d i vision of their book t o composition providing a 
more extended and mor e acceptable treatment of the 
sub j ect t han a ny of the other gramr~ariE.ns so far have 
done. T?o llowing rules and practice ex nl~cises for capi­
tal letters and punctuati.on of sent ences , COliles the sec­
tion devot ed t o Q!-l-al ities of Style in wh ich pe.r·spic.ui ty, 
ener gy, imagery , and var iety are explained and briefly 
d.iscussed.. In t hese discuss i ons the reader notes at 
once t he ab sence of t he pre t entious flowery style of 
t h e earlier wri ter·s. The foll owing statemen t in regaX'd 
to perspicuity 1s c learer an d less wordy t han t h e definl ­
tiona in Kirkham's text: 
Per spi cuity is opposed to obs curity 
and amb i guity, and so means clearness of 
express ion . 1'his is an indi s pen s abTe-­
quality; if t he t hought is not understood,,~
, '.it might a s well have been left unutter'8cJ.. -'.' 
Reed a nd Ke llogg atone, in a sense , fo r beginning their 
cbapter on composit i on by pr esenting t hese deadly d1s­
cuss ions of qualities of s tyl e in t hat they provide 
exercises i n wJ1j, ch the pupi l 1s asked to po tnt out faul ts 
in senten ces and, better still, to re cast sentences in 
ac cordance with t he s ugges t i ons mad e 1n regard to style. 
Thi s a tt empt to malre sure t llR t t he pupi l haH unders tood 
13I bid . , p. 254 . 
the discussions and to sb.ow h i m how he can me.ke practical 
u s e of' '!ihat he has l ee.z'ned is a s t ep in advance of the 
earlier writers Vlho merely displayed the deflniUons and 
left the pupi l to derive benefit from them as he could 
wi t hout any further as s istance . 
Reed and Kellogg d.ivide t he rClst e f the cornposi­
t ion s ect ion into 'l'he Paragraph, fa~~gra:ph8 and t he Theme , 
and Ana ;Lysi s of the Subject of the Theme. '1'his is the 
f irst men t ion tha t has been made of paragraph s in the 
wri ting of themes. Exercises are provided for divid5.ng 
paragraphs l n to the separate facto of which they are 
composed and of noticing the relation O.ls_ those fncts. 
Other exerc.ises consist of weaving given 'fac.ts first 
into a paragraph and finally i nt o severa l paragraphs or 
a theme . 'l'he clos ing section in the disCllS sion presents 
d irectiens for theme writing under the following headings: 
( 1 ) choose a sub j ect, (2) accumula te material , (3) con-
s tl'UCt a framework , (4) write, and (5) attend to the 
me chanica l execution. In their d.irection s for the 
writing of t he t heme, the authors say: 
Give your wh ole at tent i on to your wOl'k 
as you write, and other t h oughts will occur 
to you, and better ways of putting the 
t hou ghts already noted. down. In expanding 
t h e main points into paragraphs , be sure 
that everyth ing fal l s under its appropriate 
head. Cast out irrelevant mat t er. Do no t 
strain after effect, or strive to seem wi ser 
t han you are . Use familiar words, and place 
these, you r phras es, and your clauses where 
they will make your t hought t he clearest. 
As occasion calls, change from the na tur al 
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order to the t ranspo sed Bnd let sentences , 

simple, compl ex , e.nd compound , long and 

shor t, stB.nd shoulder to s houlder in the 

paragraph. Expr e ss yourself easily -­
only no\~' and then ].;'U tting your t houghts 

fo rdbly and with feeli ng . Let a fr e sh 

image here and t here rel ieve the uniforrnitv­

o f plain language . 14 ­
Although the d i rections are too comprehensive for the 
pupi l to grasp and as similate I n one dose , as they are 
pre sented here, t hey do contain s ome good suggestions 
and ar e much more helpful t o t he stud ent tha n was the 
i nd efinite appea l o f the earlier t exts for correct and 
elegant writ ing. They point to t he time when composition 
assig rJl'lents win. be det'ini tely and c1.early ste.ted. It 
is evident that much rhetorical fOl'mality is still expec ­
ted of t heme writing. That composit ion shows, neverthe­
less, a tend ency to become a muc h more rational and 
inter es ting sub ject than it h as been in the past i s 
evi dent from the following theme sul,jects , the first 
twenty taken from the eighty-six lIsted: 
1. A.pples and Nuts 1+. My Friend J a ck 
2 . A. Pl easan t :Evening 12. J ohn Chlnaman 
3. My Wa lk to Sch ool 13 . Irish Chara c t ers 
4. Pl uck 14. Robin Hood 
5. School Fri e ndsh ips 15 . A Visit t o Olympus 
6. Wh en My Sh i p Comes In 16 . tlonday I,Torning 
7. An ci en t a n d Mode rn Wa rfe.re 1 7. My Na tive Town 
8 . The Vi e w from My Window 18. Over the Sea 
9. Homes Wi thout Hands 19. Up in a Ba11~gn 
10. I Can 20. Queer People ,) 
14 Ib i d., p. 271-272. 
15I b i d ., p. 273 . 
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,['he ma;j ori ty of the books from 18'7'7 to 1928 
do not have sepal's. te el i visions on compo!'! i t i on. 'I'he 
writers of these books , which are grammars pure and 
sirnple, g1 ve evidence, nevertheless , t hat they are aware 
of the necessity of much original work in composition if 
the 'Nork in grmnmar is to function properly. In some 
instances they state that the book has been prepared to 
b e used in conjunct ion wi th a book on composition. l,n 
examination of t hese texts shows t lm t there is an ever 
gr eater tendency throughout the period to stress expres­
sion more than classification. Assignments in the con­
struction of original illustrative sentences accompany 
all phases of grammar instruction in a constantly increas­
ing degree. The new practice introduced by Reed and 
;(el10ge; , of making composition a purposeful study of real, 
vital interest to boys and girls is followed in the f ew 
texts be f ore 1928 where corr,posi tion is included and is 
fully deve loped in the grammar texts pUblished in 1928 
and 1929. 
'1'he t ab le of contents i n Tanner's text, pub­
lished in 1928, shows that composition i s no longer rele­
gated to a short section at the end of the book as it was 
in the earlier texts. I nstead, it has bec ome a n ecessary 
and vital part of al l grammar instruction. Suggest i ve 
of the i .lIlportance wh ich is being placed upon origi nal 
expression 1s t h e fac t that the word composition appears 
in the heading of four of the si.x; d ivisions into which 
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t h e b ook is divided: The Composit~~n o f Se~tences, 
'j'h~_Cornposition of FaJ;:'~raphs, ~h~ Compositi_on of . Letters, 
e_nd C omp0-O~~.2!l__!or Ir~.n~di_B:..t~(3_y_s~. Even in the test 
exercises for review and diagnosls before the text proper 
b egi ns, composition i s giv e n a p rominent place. Under' 
the h eadlng 'l'es~~.L.'§.!f_ill in Composition are the two sub­
topics: Accuracy and Correctness in Composition and 
Acc~racy, Corectness, ~nd Speed in Composition.. Unde r the 
first o f t hese topics, the author writes: 
In writing compositi ons we s h ould see 
to i t t hat what we say i s accurately and 
correctly expre ssed. '.'Ie may d evelop gra a tel' 
accuracy and correctness by paying clese 
attention to the proper arrangertimt of our 
composition on paper and to such details 
as sentence strncture, gr-ammar, spelling, 
cap ital i zati02:t punctuation, legibility , 
and neatness. 
The simpli city with whi ch t h e above statements ar e maG_e 
is conspi cu ou s in c ontrast to t he bookish forma lity of 
expr e ssion in the o lder texts. 'l'h e following statement 
u nd e r t h e second topic is also of interest here: 
More and more it wil l be necessal'y for 
u s to wr i t e und er time r e stric 'l;i on s. For 
this reason we s h oul d try to i ncrease the 
spe ed with wh ich we work, but we sh ould not 
sacrific e accu£ , cy , correctn ess, and clear­
ness to speed. 
'l'hi s p lan f or testing out the pu pils' skill befo re they 
beg in the study of composition poi nts to a n ew trend in 
16Tanner , Wi lliam M. Corre ct E nglish, p. 25. 
17Ibid • , p. 28. 
instruction. In orc.8r t ha t emphasis may be placed 
properly, the grammarian provi.des for d etermining "lha t 
particular he lp the incU.vidual child or class needs in 
securing accuracy and correctness of:' expresslon. A new 
t endency is apparent also In the suggestion that the 
pupil will be required to write under time restrict i on s. 
It is obvious tha t more hwnan situations must be r ealized 
i n composition assi gnments than were in those of the 
earlier d ays if the time for prepara t ion is to be limited. 
It wou ld be d iff:lcul t to conceive of a ttme limi tIs belng 
placed u pon the writing of a therae on the sub j ect of 
"Benevolence " for instan ce. 
In the chapter Th~_~ompo~ition of Sentence_~ 
Tanner ma ke s the ~ollowing statement as to h is purpose: 
Th is c hapter wi l l help us to develop 

skill in ma k ing our sentences correct and 

effective. Such skill we may acquire in 

two ways: (I) by constru c ting B,ll kind s of 

sentences according to definite specifica­

tior:s and (2) ~~ analyzing sentences of 

varlOUS types. 

Of the two means of ree.lizing this skill, h e mentions 
first the construction of s entences. This i s of intere st 
in view of t he f a ct that the earliest grammarian s did n ot 
consider such an exercise necessary at any time. Of s i g ­
nificanc e too is the fact that the writ e r has set as his 
goal effective instead of elegant s entences. He states 
l8l"b1 d 14~..... • , p. v. 
that £;ood sentences must be correct, complete, clear, 
effective, and pleasing. 
In the division, Comp_osUion of Paragre.phs, 
after a clear explanation of what topic sentences and 
paragraphs are and a study of many illustrative para­
;" 
graphs developed from topic sentences, many ex.ercises 
follow vihich provide actually for developing topic 
sentences into original paragraphs . 'I'he following sen­
tences illustrate the nature and a ppropriateness of the 
material pr'ovided: 
'l'he necessity of hav ing to labor is 
manki nd's greatest blessing. 
As usual the unexpected happened. 
Pupils find free-hand drawing helpful 
in many of the ir courses. 
All t he tr0':tBle re sul t ed from a lie 
that I had told. 
'rhe f ollowing chapter tit les in t he s ection 
Conposi tion for IrmnE):'iia te Use give ev:tdence that the 
cr eative work provided is of a practical , usable nature: 
Effective Speakinp; and "·iri ting, Speaking an.?- Vlri ting to 
Inform, Speaking and Writing to Convince or PersuadE! , 
and Speaking and Writing to Entertain. Indica tive of the 
fact that composition as presented here is a much more 
living subject than it was in the texts of t he past, is 
the statement in the chapter Effective Speaking and 
Vlri ting : 
19Ibid . , p . 253. 
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"/le shou.ld realize, h ovvever, that 

doin g these exercises, making recitations, 

g iving talks before the class , writing 

compositions, and passing exa mi na tions are 

the means , not the end, of our study. Our 

~al is the developrnept_ of the power of--' 

expressi on , the ability to say e ffec tively 

wha t we have fo say. In order 'fo acl'iieve 

our goal, we should make intel11gent use 

of our present opportunities by striving 

to speak and write correctly and entertain­

ingly on all occasions . Skill i n the use 

of En glish is important in our social life 

and is one of t h e essent i als of leadership 

in a ll th~ mOI'e desirab le trades and pro­

f essions . ° 

The writer makes the pupil keenly sensitive to the fact 
t ha t the va l ue of composition VIork shoul d extend far 
b eyond the class room exercise . r.nle following five 
e s s en t ials Which the writer h as selected for effective 
expression g ive further evidence of t his same modern 
tendency of mak ing i n struction in composition sane B.nd 
practi cal : 
1. We must have someth i ng to say. 
2 . We should b..ave a definite reason 

f or sayi ng it : (1) to inform, (2) to con­

vince or persuade, (3) to entertain our 

hearers or read ers. 

3 . We should adapt what we say to the 

u ndersta nding and interest o f our hea r ers 

or r e ad ers. 

4 . We must do our best to make what 

VIe say clear and enter ta i nin g. 

5. We must d e v e lop suff i c i e nt skill in 
t h e mechanic ~lof composition to accomplish 

our pur pose . 

The se sugge st ions indicate that the pup i l is to hav e an 
20Ibid • , p . 313. 
21Ibid ., p . 314. 
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aud i e nce-minded a ttl tude as h e 1111'1. tes. Instead of being 
assigned a cert8.in s e t sub j ect such as '1'11e Cow, The 
Horse -- he is dlr e cted to search i n h is mind f or topics 
in which he is int e rested and whic h he CHn make interest-
i n g to others. 
Ta nn er' s proposed steps in pr e paring a co~posi-
t i on a r e much l ike thos e selected by n eed and Kel logg . 
Th e y are : (1) Sele c ting a good subj ect, (2) Gather i n g 
t he n ecess Hry mate rial, (3) Arrang i ng t he material by 
means of a n outline, (4) Developing the ou tline inl~o a 
compo s i t ion~2 The di f ference in the sections of t he t wo 
texts lies in the hand ling of the se topics . Under the 
first topi c, Reed and l~ellogg ma k e t he following mor e or 
less gene r al sta t ements : 
Choose a sub j ect . Choose you r subject 
long b e f ore you a r e t o write. Avoj.d a full, 
round term like Patriotism or Duty; take a 
fragrrJ,ent o f i t ; as-;- How C~~ BOY-Be Patrio tic? 
or Duties Which We sCliOGr l" ates Owe Each Ot h er. 
'Phe subject s h ould be on your level, shou ld 
be interesting to you and suggestive, and 
should inst~~tly start in y our mind mHny trains 
of t h ought. 
Th e s u ggesti on s made h e re a r e valu a b le . This seems 
e s pe c i ally true wh en the y are c ontrasted with the con­
v e ntio na l . art ificial dire ction s g iven by t he ea rlier 
writers. Yet t h e r e is a vagueness and an inc ompletene ss 
22 Ibid . , p. 315. 

23
Reed. Alonzo and Ke llogg , Brainerd. 
Op. Ci t. , p. 270 . 
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in Reed and Kellogg's state:nent s. Not o,11y are they 
inadequat e, but th'3Y are also too iud-efini te to direct 
s9.tisfactor ily the inexpe]~ienced young pupil in t he 
selection of a suitable subject. 
Tanner also dlscuss(lS the s(llecttng of sub jects 
for composi tion.s. He wr:l. tes: 
A good subj(lct i s one that we full -y 
unders tand. It should be thoroughly f amiliar 
to us fr om pe rsonal experi ence, obs ervat i on, 
t hinking , or r eading. It should be one that 
interests us greatly and t ha t will int(lrest 
othe rs i f we pr'3scnt it effec tively in an 
ora l or wri t ten composition. 
Los t subjects whon they f i rst occur to 

u s are too broad and genHra.l. ;.Ehey need to 

be limited b efore we can deal *ith t hem 
satisfactorily. In considering any subjec t, 
t heret'or e , we should ask ours e lv es t h is 
question : Is it properly limi ted to f i t my 
i n format i on, my ability, and the time and 
space allowed me? Suppose tha t we are 
t hinking of "Schoo l Glimes !t as a subject. We 
can see at once t ha t i t is too large. But 
if we limit it to "How to Play 3cr ilmnage 
Ball", we have so reduced it· i n scope that 
we can probably d iscuss it clearly and 
entertainingly in a short talk or in a 
brief wr:ttt-en composition. ·,:'[0 indicate the 
1imi ta tion~~f a sub,j ect by the wording of 
the tit l e." 
1'hen he suppl ements t l'.i s discussion with the followi ng 
hel pful exerci se: 
Which of the subjec t s given below would 
you select for a short talk or a brief written 
composition? Indicate ,vour second and third 
ch oice of subjects, =d explain why your first 
choice i s best. 
24Tanner, Willi am . l4 . Op. cit., p . 315. 
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1 . 	 My Favorite Pet 5. Why Our Team Should 
2. 	A Nar row Escape Win the l:iext Game 
3 . 	 ',hy Merchants Should 6. An Unusual Birthday 
dv er tise in Our Paper Gift 
4 . 	 The Best Book I He.ve 7. My Dog's Best Trick 
Read 8 . A subject of' your own 
Criticize the following subjects . Pihy are 
t ho se in t he right column bett er than tho se 
i n the left? rNhich sUll.iect would you choose 
for a short talk or a brief written composi­
tion? I.~fhy? 
1. 	Friendship 6. Why Mothe r Is My Be st ]<'riend 
2. 	Edu cation 7 . Why I Li ke History 
3 . 	 Thrift 8 . Our School Bank 
4. 	Candy 9 . How to Make Walnut l<udge 
5. 	Nature 10 . How Hob ins Build Their Nests 
From each of the following general sU.b ,jects 
derive two or more limited s ub ,j ects t ha t cou ld 
be pre s ented properly in a short talk of three 
or five minutes: 
1. 	Inventi ons 6. Outdoor Sports 
2. 	i\utor~obile Ac cIdents ? Dogs 
3. 	Contagious Diseases 8. News papers 
4. 	Economy i n ji a turs 9 . Benj amin Franklin 
5. 	Far m Life 10. Transportation25 
Tanner's discussion 1s manifestly mor e helpful than is 
Beed and Ke llogg's because it is more definite and 
explicit . Aft er he tells the pupi l in a general way how 
the 	subject should be chosen, he lists many sub,jects and 
provides class exercises for d iscus sing the good points 
and 	t he weak point s about each . By means of concrete 
examples, he 2; ives the pu pi l definite assi stance in 
learning how to choose a subj ect Wi sely. 
In 	the section S}Eaking and 'iVri ting _t_o Info rm , 
25Ib id . , p. 315-316. 
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'I'anner discu sses topics which have a direct practical 
appeal for the student, such as Taking Part in Conver sa­
tions, {-u1nOll..ncements and Notices, Giving Def':i.nitions, 
Na ki ng Recita t ions, 'I'aking Examinations, Giving Short 
Talks, Giving Heports, Gi ving a SU-"IlTlary, Explaining 
Me t hods and Pr ocesses, and Discussing Facts and Ideas. 
The f ollowing are il l ustra.tive of the topics assigned 
for d i s cussion under this last headi ng: 
My Favorite Character in }' ic t i on 

The Importance of Music i n One ' s Education 

The Rad io As a Means of Public Education 

Do Hi gh-School Pupi ls Voluntari ly Read 

Good Llterature?26 
Again basing th0 subj ect matter of the texts 
on r eal situations and ta kinG into 9.cc:ount the intere sts 
of t h e pu pils, t h e author provides exerc i ses on the 
follo wi ng topics: Telli ng Jokes , Rel a ting Anecdote s, 
Re l a ting Experi<mces, De scrib ing What We Observe, Narr ll.­
tiV B Sketches of Pe rsons and Animals, ';.[ri ting Simple 
Narratives, Wr itln g \iews Stories, Fela t :tng Legends and 
Folk Tales , Relat ing Myths, Relatlng Jus t-So Storles, 
Wri t i ng Short Stories. 
The first i ndication of t he stress whi ch is 
placed u pon opportlmities for s elf-expression in Bak er 
and Goddard ! s t ext is fOlmd in the table of contents. 
Instead of f ollowi ng t he usual grammar text -book divisions 
26Ibid . , p. 363- 364. 
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of subj ec t matter, the wr i tel'S have glven the follo 1f!ing 
interesting ti tles to the diffe rent les son unlts lnto 
which the book is c.J.lv i d ed : 
I Wi t:'} Na tU1'8 XI Some One I Y;no\'! 
II Mealtime XII From Storyland 
III Myself XI II Fancies 
IV My Count::'y XIV At Work 
V Be l ng a Citi zen XV At Play 
VI All around Town XVI At Home 
VII 1'he Countryside XVII I n Lands Afar 
VIII Not So Long Ago XVIII Happenings 
IX Wonders of Invention XIX: News of the Day 
X Pets XX Lines and Rhymes 
'r lle titles suggest at once interesting things wh ich the 
class mi ght talk or write about. 
'rhe compo sition section of ea ch u.nlt, supple­
mentL'lg a d e fin ite gram:na::, study, begins with a composl­
tion mode l , a short l lt erary s election. The a ppropriate­
ne ss of t he models selected and the aptness of the w'r i ters' 
comments tend to catch t he i ntere st of the pupll and make 
him consc ious of certain experiences of his own to '1Ihich 
he wishes to g ive expression. For example, the model 
used i n the section based on Mea lt i me is Irving's 
des cripti on of a Duteh country tea table. The authors 
have given the s e l ec t ion the title An Aut-Qrnn 3anquet . 
Following t his description a r e t he writers' r emarks 
wh ich ski l ful ly comlect it with the ch i ldren ' s OVin 
experience . They write: 
Mealtimel Can you think of any subject 
Whic h brings to your mind happ i e r pictures? 
You can see your favorite d ishes on the 
t able; you can reca ll t ha t last ho l iday or 
birthday dinner; you ar e looking forward t o 
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eating the delici::ms food which Grandf'lOther 

wil l plac e before yon when you go to the 

country in vacation; or you are planning a 

picnic dinner for next week. 27 

Thus the thoughts of the child are directed not to a 
composi tion assignment but to some pleRsura.bla meal 
whi ch he remembers or anticIpates. What child does not 
enj oy talking about good t hings to eat? ~Phen the aut.hors 
continue with such a delightful discussion of appropriate 
and suggest i ve wor'd.s and expressions that the pupil's 
,in terest , as well as h is appetite, is whetted . 
Such a sUbject as msaltime requires 
many car sfully selected words to do it 
Justice,-- words that suggest taste, smell, 
sound, and appearance. You will call to 
mind the crunch of celery and the sputter 
of roasting apples; you will seem to smell 
the roasting chicken, the piquant mince pies, 
and th(l savory SRuces. In ·your stories about 
dinners, you will want to make the members 
of your class e nj oy the mHals, even though 
they were not at the table. If you use 
words that bring to their minds the memory 
of deliclous tastes ancl tai1tal1zing odors, 
you will succeed in "making their mouths 
'{later. II 
Here arc some expressions that may help 
you. 'l'ry to thin k of many others: 
g olden brown roast chlcken cri sp celery 
mellow chocolate odor light rolls 
rich creamy gravy tart cranberries 
spicy ham spongy cake 
flu ffy mashed po tatoes refreshing ice 
Here are sone of the common cOl'Jparisons 
tha t ar e used in connection with food : 
27
Baker, Rannie B . and Goddard, Mabel. English 
Pundamentals, p. 32. 
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Hght as a muffin warin as toast 

rich as butter slow as molasses 

weak as water hot as pepper 

crisp as a cruller pure as nectar 

sweet as honey flat as a pancake28 

Having secured the child's attention, the wr iters make 
,
interesting asslgnments in word study and precIs writin.g 
before they take up the subject of composition. 
'l'h" composition work in each d ivision is 
d evoted both to oral and wri tten express i on. Much 
significance is placed upon the exchange o f i d eas in 
the oral discussion, and tha written work i n each case 
consists of a n as signmen t which ha s been definitely 
pr'spared for by the discussion which preceded it. Com­
position is no longe r an irlc1.ividual matt er. Group 
activity is e mphasized. The writers create real situa ­
tions which make the discussions natUl'al and purposeful. 
Ii'or example, after hav ing enlisted t he in terest of the 
pupils in the subject 1!Iealtime, the writers insert the 
followi ng exercise which scarcely seems like an exercise 
becaus e of its human interest: 
Suppose that your cla ss i s planning a 

pi cnic and. that you are preparing for a 

meeting to discuss the plans. 

A. ','Iri te at least t wo sentences upon 
each of the follovling : 
Why I want t o go to ----- -- -- - for the pi cnic. 
~~t we can do for entGrtal~ment. 
28Ib1d . , p. 33. 
rfna t we shall eat. 
HO'l1 to pack the lunch. 
How Vie can avoid misfortunes of past picnics. 
B. In the reci ta tion, your teacher or a 

member of the class will act as chairman and 

call for your suggestions. Discuss only one 

point at a time and settle that one before 

you go on to another. It rnay be well for 

you to ta.ke notes on the best suggestions 
and on the2~ecisions made by the members of 

the class. - " 

The subjects which the authors provide for 
oral talks are such as to sugges t t he u811al, ordinary 
experiences in the life of the child about Which he 
ca n talk easil;! and naturally because lJ.e really has 
something to say_ Illustrative of thes e subjects pro­
vided is the followine; exercise taken from the same 
unit, Mealtime: 
From t he s uge;estions given below choose 
a title , or make one to suit you, about 
Which you can tell an incident. 'The girls 
will know more abOht subjects in connection 
with the preparation of a meal; the boys 
will lmow more about those that are related 
to 	marketing. 
1. 	At tflar k(;t the Day 10. An ~~mbarrassing Meal 
Before Chyistmas 11. A Surprise Dinner 
2. 	 '1'he Boys Get Supper 12. Dessert Se r ved t he Day 
3. 	A t t he Family 13. Behind the Scenes 
Heunion 14. Food under Difficulti e s 
4. 	Our Kitchen on 15. ~Jho Left the Refrige ra-
Saturday Morning t o Door Open? 
5. 	Aut ob:!:ography of 16." A Wedd ing Br eakfast 
a Fork 17. Made It Myself 
6. 	The 'rramp 1 s Di=er 18. The Last Piece of3~i e 
7. 	Mother 1 s Baking Day 19. My F ir's t Biscui t s 
8. 	Ove r t h e 'l'eacups 
9. 	Breadt ime Story 
29 Ibid ., p . 34-35. 30Ibid ., p. 35. 
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Of especial interest in the assignment is the freedom 
which the wr ite rs permit the pupil when t hey d irect him 
to use one of' the titles they suggest or to us e one of 
his own cho03in8. It scarcely seems possible, hovfever, 
that at least one o f the interesting array of ti t les 
which they present wi ll not s uggest s om e incident in the 
experience of each child about which he wi. II be e ager to 
t e ll the o ther chi ldren . 
Paul and Miller , like Daker and Goddard, through­
out thei r book have skilfully combined the study of gl'sm­
m.a r with actual practice in original expression. Grammar 
obviously has b ec0I18 a to o l for 1.1 88 in g iving aeeura te 
and e f fective exprassion to one 1 s i deas . rllheir book is 
noteworthy i n this study b ecaus e of the emphasis which 
i s laid upon the tendency to mo t ivate exerci ses i n 
speaking and writ ing. Instead of open ing the compo si tion 
work wi th definitions of qualities of style, as was the 
cus tom in earlier texts, they begin with an J.nteresting 
discussion of what constitutes success in composition. 
Th e four secrets of succes s a.s h ere gJ.ven are: 
(1) h a v e plenty to say or wr i te, (2) be eager to say 
or wri te it , (3) k ee p cl early i n mind sone defi.n i te 
hearer or r ea.der, and (4) express the thought in g ood 
31form. 
31 . 
Paul, Barry G. and Miller, Willig.m D. ,';n g11sh 
Essen tials for the Hi gh School, p . 22. ------­
• • 
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Following this is a simple but persuasive 
dis cussion of the '.'forth of Good Speech. In anticlpat'con 
of the difficlllty the pU~Tll wil l have in findi ng appro­
priate sub,jects for composition, the v.rr iters insert a 
section entitled IntervLewiniiXourself. In tl:l.i. s conne c­
tion they make the fol lowing assignment: 
You may make out a list of topics on 
whi ch you could talk to your classmate". 
Ask you r s e lf the following questions and 
t ake plenty of t i me to think of as many 
good answers as you can. Do >:lOt be sa t is ­
fied wi t h going over t his list once but 
return to i ta t leas t twice. 'rhink of it 
during the course of the day and immediately 
note the ideas that come t o you . You need 
n ot hand in t hese topiC S, but put them in 
such form that they wi ll help you t ake 
part in t he class discuss i on of thi s 
sub,i ect. 
Vha t is the re of espec ial interest 
.I n YOtU' home life, or in the work of your 

parents? What are some of t he th i ngs you 

}:w.ve l eaI'ne d to do wel l? Hoyt could you , 

if necessary, contr n mt e to t he support 

of the family? 

'.11ha t games can you play well? Ho'll 

ar e the se pl a yed? :l\Tha t are sone v ery 

exciting games you have witnessed or in 

which you have played ? 

Have you some friends among the 
fl owers and bi.rds that liv e in YOl1 r ne igh­
borhood? Hav e you had some i ntere sting 
experiences i n gardening? 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
t1fua t i s your favorite school suo,ject? 
Have you gained from i t s o1'1~ i n forma tion 
unknown t o your classmates? 2 
32Ibid ., p . 25-26 . 
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In thi s manner the authors touch every possible phase 
of the life and the inter~ st of the pupil. By means 
of' t his assi grunent and the discussion which is to follow 
i.n class, he is made to see at the outset how much he 
r3ally has to talk about. He discovers that he has had 
man:! experiences about which he would like to talk with 
others. At tbe same time he is made. con<lcio1:lG of a 
specific audience. Here are boys 8.nd girls wi ttl whom 
he wou l d like to match experiences . Composition is an 
activity of the group. 
The wri ters provide natural instead of' arti­
f icial situations in Gmnposi tion work Emcl introduce 
r%.n;r new devlces fOJ" gaining the pupil's cooporat:'on in 
making him feel that composition i s to be a r eal, vital 
he lp to him. They l'ecomI11encl the organizing of an gnglish 
club for the purpose of increasing the p\"pi1' s de!,;j.re to 
. ~~ 
speak and of securing a rwre attentive audience. oo They 
i n s ti tute the cus tom of using "hat they call speech 
tar,ctet Q 34o ~ • The class determines ~lh.a t. the three or four 
most serious de f ects a r e in t he spee ch of t he members 
of the Glass. They are placed on the board, and the 
entire class working to~ether a ttm~pts to master them. 
These errors are no longer indivi dual ~atters. The 
honor of t he class is a t stake. illhe socia1i zed 8. itJS 
33I bid ., p. 31. 34 ' "d ]04101 ., p . . • 
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of composition work ape a pparen t in r"agazine assip;n­
ment.a . Illtle 	 au t _hors write: 
Whi ch magazines , Yleekly or monthly , d o 

you r e ad regularly? Which do you read 

o c casionally? You wi l l b e i nteres t ed in 

l earning just what periodicals are read 

by the clas8, a.nd h ow many members re8:c1 
each. You may write on a card the n ames 

of the ma ga zines you r ead , listing those 

under the h ead i ngs Re gu}aJ'ly and O c cas~-t~­

al l y and h and t h i s to your teacher who V\' il:l 

appoint a c Ol!l!T\ittee to record ghe results 

3and place these on the board . 
Th e section 	 h eadings Playing the De t ective 36 and Play irlg 
3 7 the Reporter· sug gest inter es ting human si tua ti ons un.lmovm 
in the earHer texts. .nth an unders t anding of hU1llElll psy­
chology, the aut h ors provide campai gns for the purpose o f 
improving everyda y ".:ng li sh. 38 In theso day s of actver' ­
tising, they recommond the use of a b u l l etin board to 
39
adve rtise g ood English. As a l a st exerc i se the writers 
sug gest t ha t the class as 8. wll.0 1 e work out a p r o ,j ect as a 
service to the school. 40 They prol)Ose that a book be pre­
pared which will set fo r th a ll the advantages of t hei r 
sch ool and wbich w1 11 i n fluence ei ghth grade pupi ls to 
wisb to become members of it. ThUS , throughout the b ook 
emphasis is placed upon natur al, effective s e lf-expre s sion . 
'1'0 develop t h is appears to be the pur pose of the book . 
l!;v erything e lse is made subordinate t o 1t . 
35 I bid ., p. 168 . 38Ibid., p. 407 - 413. 
36Ibi d ., p . 14l. 39Ibid ., p. I ll. 
37Ibid ., p . 14 7 . 'lOIbid • , p . 4 57 . 
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The discu ssion in this chapter discloses 
the fac t that opportuni ties for c!'oa tive wor'k become 
i ncreasingly more a rmndant and r'>Dine purposeful In the 
gr amrnar text-books examined i n thi s study. F'rom 1829 
to 1850 no provision whatever is made for any orig inal 
writing on the part of the puptl. The writers I interest 
in grarnrr:ar :is entirely a classif:'lcatory one. In 1850, 
for the first time, exercj_ses appear which provide for 
the writing of original sentences e.s illustrations of 
gran'Jllatical princi ples. such eXf-)reis.es, however , are 
seldom used before 187'7. Before that. year , also , only 
t h ree texts contain chapters which aI'e devoted to instruc­
tion i n composition work . The chapters, placed near- the 
clos e of the book, a pparen tly !1Uve no con nectlon with 
the rest of t he treatise , They consist of formal, ele­
g antly phrased rehearsals and discussions of conventiona l 
def i nitions of qual ities of style followed by theme 
assignments on 9.() stract and general l y impos s ible slJ.ujects 
r emote from any k'YloWledge, exper-ience, or i ntere st of t he 
pupil. From 187'7 to t he end of t h e study i n 1929, some 
provision is made in each text for having the pupil 
construct original illustrative sentences. Through the 
yea rs grammaria ns stress express1.on more a nd more and 
place les s emphasis on classification. By 18'7'7 composi­
tion ha s become a somewha t more 1'0. ti. onal s t ud.y . 'rhe di s­
cussions o f qu a l i t ies of style are more s i mply expressed 
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and illustra tive rnatel'ia l is included so that the def­
i n itions are more i ntelligible to the pupil than they 
were in the ea r l i er texts. 1',1 though the assi. gnrQent s 
for cOlnposi tiOD Vlri ting are still somsViha t vagll e, the 
theme sub.i eets are not entir'ely foreign t o the exper i enc e 
of the pu pil and some of t hem shOlu.d b e i n t e res ting . 
Al though after 1900 provi.sion is mad e consistently in all 
of t he texts for t he writing of many ori ginal illustra­
tive s en tences, cor:lposlt ion as such i.s not made an impor ­
tant featur e until W7ar the end of the century. In the 
oooks publi shed in 1928 and 1929 , compo s ition has become 
a r eal, integr a l part of all work in grammar. In f a ct 
the gre.nmar· i s o bviously used as 8. means for procur ing 
effective express ion i n t he composition work whi ch 
f ollows. No effor t i s s pared to create r eal, live 
s i tua tions so tha t t he c ompos ition l esson vlill have a 
purpose and \'Ii11 have practical r esults. 'J.'11e writel's 
l ead up to the composition assignmen ts by explieit, help ­
ful sugc;e stions and direct ions and by presenting appro­
pria te and interesting models. The compositi on s ubj ects 
are vari ed and always sugges t ive of experiences which 
normal bOys and girls Jia v e u sually had. '.Phe Vlri ters 
make provision for much group a.ctivi ty i n cOD:pos i t i on 
work. Oral and written c omposition wor k toge ther hand -in­
hand· . Usu ally the sub ;je ct s f or wr i t ten work are d iscussed 
orally f irst so t ha t the pupil has the advantage and 
1 33 
incentive of an exchange of ideas with hi s classmates . 
The goa l o f the text is to give effec t ive and pleasing 
expre ss i on to orig ina l ideas . 
NOI8n'1::moo 
III J,UVd: 
CHAP'i'ER VIII 
SumlARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'i'h e pr-eceding analysi s of the thirty grammar 
texts disclosed changi ng tend.encies in t h e presentation 
of the sub ,] ect of gra!!DDar wh.ich s eem to justify the 
con clusion that grarrJ!lar texts used today should function 
in the every day speech and writing of the pupil bette r 
than did t :t.'.ose used one hundped years ago. Although 
modern educators in their discussions in periodical 
l iterature laraent the fact, quite as much as did 
ellr-l1er writers, that the study of grammar is not 
succeeding i n the realization of correct speech on the 
part of the pupil, the t h irty text-books dating in 
publication from 1829 to 1929, which were critically 
exan:;ined in this study, show a continuous change in 
procedure Which, it wou l d seem, shou ld result in pro­
gressively in cr easing functi onal value. The gral'lmarian s 
in t urn have followed n eVi t rends which seem to provi de, 
so far as the text-b ook 1s concerned, an ever greater 
opportunity for the ord inary puptl t h rough the study of 
grammar t o improve h is speech and furthe rmore to offer 
him an ever g r eater incentive to wish to do so. Although 
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the changes in the texts have na tv.rally been gradue.l 
throughou t the century, the contre.st between t he first 
and the last of t he g rarr.mars studied is exceedingly 
great. 'J.'hese changing tendencies, which were traced 
in detail in Part II of t h i s d i ssertation , may be sum­
marized as follows: 
1. 'rhe g rammar of today, with its 8.ttractive 
bir.d ing , its excellent quali ty of paper , its intere s tins 
illustrat ion s, and its peculiar individuality, must make 
a n appeatl to boys and girls which the unadorned, h i ghly 
technical, conventional grammar of on e hWldred years ago 
could not have made. 'l'he large distinct type and. the 
inclusion of an exhaustive index make the pr e s ent-day 
g r arrunar a much more usable and acceptab l e t ext tha n wa.s 
the book of a century ago. 
2 . Correct speech is the aim of the grammarian 
today as i t vias one hundred y ears ago. Gra.rranar, however, 
is now conceived not as the art of correct speech but as 
the sc i ence of t he language underlying the art . In the 
past, the study of gral'Ulla r consisted of an exceedinglJi' 
complicated e.nd t houghtless reproduction of text-book 
forms l'Ii th apparently no conscious c0I1siderat i on as to 
how the a r t of cor'roct speech was to be r ealized. The 
pup il was given a lU"JOwledge 'ilh ich could express i tself 
only in defini t ion. 'rode.y grammar i s l ooked upon as 
on ly one, t hough a very vital one , of the forces that 
aid in the development of the power of expression . 'r ile 
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pupil is Given a lmol'/ledge of the language wh ich will 
be of assistance to him in the acquisition and use of 
good English in the expression of his own thoughts and 
his a ·oill ty to unde rstand the thougllts of others. 
3. 'fhe subj e ct rnatter of gra l!IDlar todllY is 
mueh less coro.prehensive and all-inclusive t han it was 
one hund.red. years a,go . Orthography and pros ody are no 
longe r regarded as a part of the subject of gr8Bmar 
and on ly so much of etymology is included as functions 
in every day speech. I n the past, grammarians attempted 
to present an exhaustive, tech.Dical study of t he gral~mar 
of the Engli all langu~l.ge. I'oday only those facts of 
gral"..mar are included in a text-book which need to be 
understood in order to g ive the pupil a sense of 
security when h is feeling or ear for t he correet forIn 
fails him. Diagnostic tests determine which of the 
relatively feV! fac ts presented in t he grarcmar ne ed 
especial drill by each pupil. 'l'oday constructive oral 
and written exercises supplement all gralYilllar' work. 
4 . Today t he number of gramEatical rules 
to b e learned has been gr eat l y d i mi nished . In the 
pas t, gr!ll!L"'t,ar consisted almost entirely of co." mi tting 
to memory rules and defi nitions wit h their numerous 
except ions to be used in mechanical parsing and exer­
cises i n false syntax, a mere dead ly r epetition without 
significance or purpose . Today stress i s laid upon the 
l ~S7 
effort to make the pupil understand t he t h ought which 
is expre ssed in the defin i t. ion . If he u nderstands the 
p r i nciple, he should be able to state i t; but it makes 
no di ffe rence t;/he t her he use s his own ",-yo rds or the words 
of the book . 
5. '1'he sentences provided for dri l .l purposes 
today are of such a nature as t o stimulate t he interest 
o f the pupi l and add to t he pleasure of the study of 
g r ammar. 'l'hey present a contrast to the pedantic sen­
t ences i n t he exercises o f t he g r ammars of the pas t 
which strove to t each a moral lesson. 
6. Opportunities for 1-'ract ice i n giving 
expression to original thought are much more numerous 
noVi than they wer e one hundred years ago. In tho past , 
v ery li t tle provision was made for creative work of any 
kind . Conr-osi tion, whon it was i ncluded at all i n the 
sUb .iect matte r, was of a formal, abstract, artificial 
nature . 'l'he wri ters' chief aims a ppeared t o be rhe tori­
cal correctness and style . Today the r ealization of 
original, spont aneous expression i s the goal of the 
g r alJllllB.rian . Grammar 1 s a tool, t he value of which is 
measur ed by the degree to which it i s an aid to t he 
pupll i n acqui ring the a bility to giv e expresslon t o 
h is thoughts i n correct and e ff ective fo r'm . Composi tion, 
as it is presented in text-books today, prOVides oppor­
tunity for t he expres sion of t he pupil's own interests 
a nd a means for the i nterpre tB. tion of h is own experi ence. 
--------
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-APPENDIX B 

DEFINITIONS OF GHMIMAR IN CHRONOLOGICAL OHDEt? 'H'lH NAMES OF GRAMMARIANS 

Grammarian r -Date Defin! tion of Gra!l1.In!l.I' 
I 
Kirk..'1.am 1 1829 Engli sh g rarnmap is the aft of s peaking and writing the En gli sh 
I language with propriety. 
B\ltler 1846 English grallUTIe.r treats of t:le princ:iples of the Eng lish Language. 2 
Pinneo 1850 English gr'amme.r is the art of speaking and writing the l!:ngli ah 
language accord.:t:1g to establi shed usage.;3 
Brown 18.'56 English g r aminar is the art of s~eflki!lg, 
the Engl ish language correctly. 
reading, an d writing 
Kerl 
1 
186 1 Eng lish grammar teaghes 
language correctly.' 
how to speak and 'Nrite the Bnglish 
lKirkham, Samuel. Ene;l_j, sI:!.....ClE=ar i!1 FamnJ.ax:._..Lect~:.'!.~, p. 18. 
2Butler J Noble. A _~ra~ tl_qa.l . Gra.::!11TI..~_~,,_~~~_~he Rngli s~.~~~_~·lJ;'ll}-?J3.~, p. 5. 
3Pinneo, 'r. S . Analytica.l__Gram,lnar of th?__}~l1gJ:J:sl~_L.an(:;L,:age, p. 7. 
4Brown, Goold. Insti tu tas of EnjQ. ish Grammar Me thodically ArI'anae<l, p. 17. 
5Ker1 , Simon. A co;.;pr;;-h~n;i;e Gr~~~-~-of-;he En g-l~tsh Lans~~~;'fo~-the Use of 
Schools. (Page referen-ce"ca:~;not"- bI3 g iven; book wft'ildral.mfrom lii.)l'arY-S-ecau.se-of age.) 
I-' 
~ 
<D 
Nhitney 1877 
6Bullions, Peter . An Ana lytical and Practical Gram.mar of the EnGlish Language, p . 3 
~Greene, Samuel. A Gr ammar of the EnEl1:.1 shl:.an~a~e , p.1 3 ;--· -~---" ·-'·--
Hol brook , Alfred . An En glish Gra~'2~r Conformed t o Pre sent Usage with an Ob jective 
Method o f Tea eh i ng. the El ements of the English Language, p . 5. 
9Bosworth, Marcus .--j~"-practical Grarnnar of the Eng l ish Lsl1guag e SInth~ti{) and 
Ana.lyt ic, p. 7. 
lOSwin ton, William. A Gr ar:li'nar:s.o __nt~~~~'1.g the Et ymo loJ?iY and Synta~ a f _t he ;<;ngli sh 
Language for Advanced _G..r:.amlna r Grcldes and for n i gh SChO_~!3,_ Academi~~ e tc., p . 1. 
110fhitney, William D. Ess_El..:'"l t~ als o f Engli sh Grammar fo r the Us~._o.L..§£!!oo l s , p . 4. 
f-' 
cr; 
o 
Engl ish graI1'Lttlar is t he ar:t of speakll1g a.nd wri t ing the English 
l a ngu age ,vi th propriety . 6 
Eng lish g railli'na r treats of the p r inciples a nd usages of the 
Engl ish language; it teaches us to spea.lc B.nd wri te correctly.7 
Engli sh g r ammar -- 'rl'la t brr"nch whIch treat s of the ":n g l i sh 
language. 8 
English gral11ma", teaches h.ow to under' sta.nd and use the Eng lish 
9l anguage . 
English g",arnmar is the science thl1.t treats of t he princlples of 
the English languaGe. 
Its use or end is to teach the art of' s pc:laking the English 
laJ'l"'U9.D' e---;;-orr"ctlv 10
· 0 0 ~ v . u-
Engl ish g r9.rnTnar is a descriptio~ of the good and approved 
usages of the English language . 1 
Bull i ons 
Gr ef::ne 
Holbrook 
Bosworth 
Swinton 
1862 
1867 
18 73 
18 76 
18 77 
:English gramrnar 1s the science ·#_hich teaches the fo1y1s, uses, Kellogg Reed and 1877 and relations of the wOl"'ds of the English language.· 2 
Ridpath 1880 	 }~ngltsh gramrr1 ar is the art of speaking and. writing the English 
language according to its Law and Usage. 13 
Gram~mr is the science that treats of the relations and forms 
of v~.rOJ:'ds and sentences as used iY1 correct exprossion of tb.01-1ght . 14 Lyte 	
1886 
Grammar is the stud"y of the sentence. 15Higdon 1890 
Baskerv11le 1895 Engl:ish grammar is the science which treats of the nature of ~ 
and Sewell words, their forIns, their uses, and ra1a tions in the sentence .10 
\'Visely 1896 Gramr:1ar 
or unit 
is that langua~e stud·y· ·I.,yhich has 
the sentence. l -, 
for its subject matter 
l2peed , .Alonzo and Kellogg, Brainerd. j\. j1Iork on 11~nglish Grammar_ and Composition 
in ':Vhich the Science of. ·Langl..13ii~ Is ;\lade 'rrrbllfa~y_..~? tl~~':!'t of·;~xI~es-s-ion, --p--:-12":" 
l3Ridpath, .John Clark. An Ind.uctive Grammar of. the }~neL~ish_~~ang}:.l.~ge, p. 9. 
14Lyte , If:. O. GrarnI;:]ar and Compo si tion for ComIn.on Schools. (Page Reference cannot 
be gIven; book withdra\vn fron llbrary because of age.) 
l.5Rigclon, Jonathan. G:r~~!~~~r?f the E~li~~_. __S_~~~ence, p. 21. 
l6Baskervl11e, 1V. LT. and Sewell, tT. l,y. An_.~nfl:li~~.GraIT1.'TIar~~o!, t~ Use of HiB!l 
School, Acad~v-!_.ancl._9011l~8e ~L~.?_sses, p. 12. 
l7;r.risely, J. B. A N-e'li English Gramm~.~', p. 41. 
f-" 
(}1 
f-" 
Ear l e 
"" ilne 
Baker 
Ferna l d 
Blount and 
Nor thup 
D'anc;ler 
183ar1 e , 
19Milne , 
1897 
1900 
1907 
1908 
1914 
1914 
No definit i on as such g iven . 
( The firs t a im of grammar is to d e t ermine the function of 
each word i."1 the sent ence .)lB 
An invest i gation of the facts, processes, and usages of a 
lang~age is called Gra~ar .1 9 
Grammar is the sci entific conformity of spoken an$( writ t en 
words to the thou[y'1. t and f eeling to be expressed . ",0 
Grammar' is the treatment of words i n their relations as used 
for the exnression of thou,'!ht. 21
. ' ~ 
No definition given. 

('rhe study of gl'amnar is , at bottom, chlefly a stud600f the 

relations of the ideas COI!lprehended in a thought. )"'~ 
No definition g iven. 
(The aim of the boo~ is 
English langua ge .) 3 
to g ive student s a better use 01' the 
John . LS11r,p l e GI'arth~ar of Eng l i sh Novi in Use , p. 7. 

J' a mes 11, . ' An En g li s h Gr m;unar fo r the Use of Schools , p. 2. 

~~Baker, Josephine 'purck. Correct En g lish Hoyt t o 1L~~~ It, p . 9. 
J.F'erna1d , J ames C . A 'Vorkins Gr ammar of the En g li sh Language, p . I X. 
22B10un't, Al ma and Northup , Clark Suther l and . An Engl~~h Gra.:-mYlar for Use in Hi g h 
a n d :lorma1 Schools, p . 6. 
23neng ler, 'Halter E. Lessons and I~x~ rc i ses i n En~l isI: , p. V. 
f-' 
v'co 
,lard 
!" razee and 
We lls 
Cross 
Hoyt and 
Hoyt 
I'anner 
1 91 '7 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1928 
No defin ition g iven . 
(No person is educated or fitted to advance i n the world unt il 
he can make sentences express wha t he wants to say. ':Ie cannot 
be mast ers of sentences until we learn all a bout the::n by 
studying g rmlL'"!ar. )24 
GraT1lL1a r is tha t scienc e of languag e which defi nes its par ts and 
25states t he laws governing t heir uses in the sentence . 
The science which observes the customs followed in making our 
En glish sentence s and wh ich arr anges t hese observations in an 
order ly way so that we may refer to them when 5. n doUb~ about 
how to spenk or vlri to a s entenc e, is J<:n glish gramDar . 6 
No definition given . 
( '1'he aim of gralllrna r is to make the child familiar wi th the con­
struct5.on of h is languag8 . )2'7 
No definition g iven. 
(In order t o speak and Vlrite correctly we should have an ac('.urate 
kn owledge of gra:mnar and employ this knowledge intel ligently in 
devising and revising our sentences.)28 
24 Nard , C. ~l . Sen ten ce and Cl'heme , p . 1. 

25pra.zeG, Susan IsabGl ~~l('l ,veli;:-Chauncey Wetmore . Grammar and Practice, p . 1. 

26(;r08s, E. A. The Littl e Gl'srlllnar , p . 3 . 

2'7 Hoyt , Mary Wi lki ns and Hoyt: Florence :stevens . Gramma.r by Prac t ice, p. VIr. 

28Cl'anner, Wil liam )~ . Cor' r ect Englisl~, p . 2 . 

f-J 
Vl '" 
Bake r and i 1928 
I 
!Godd.ard 
I 
Paul and II 1929 
Mille r i 
j 
No defin i tion given . 
( 'r h e work in g rammar is restri c ted to fundamen tals, with 
emphasis u pon the sentence and. the corr ect ion of common 
f,ra~mnati cal errors.) 29 
No defInition g iven. 
(Empha sis sho~tld be p laced on t he na stery of th2.t central 
un it of composition, t he s entence . )30 
'" n' " q) F d t 1 \11 T T 29Baker, Rannie B . and Godda rd, Nabe l. ...Jnu ..1.~_,;. l un amen a . 3, p . ..-'- _ 
30paul , Harry G. and 1:,i l1e 1' , ',Villiam D. ~~ngli8h :essentia ls . for the Hi p,;h School, 
p . 4 . 
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APPENDIX C 
SUJ3J3C'l.' HATTI,R AND AREU\JlGE]J;";lh' AS SHO'YN BY MA IN DIVI SIONS 
OF TEXT-BOOKS 
Kerl--;;;l~~:-	 l Brownr;utler Finne:
l 1861 
===-=1=1- : I '-t- == 1829 1846 1850 1856 
,I Part I 

orthog­
 Orthog­ ; EtymologyOrthog­
'I Orthog­	
I 
,
raphy raphy raphy 	 ! & Syntax! (Not so 
1 narr.ed) 
raphy 
+---..~----
-+ Part II 
Etymology Orthoepy IEtyr,101ogy Etymology ;tymology 
and & Syntax 
Syntex ( Not so 
named)! 
------;'------	 --1-----+---- - ­A ppe~dix: r I 
Versifica­
ti_on Etyrc:ology Syntax Syntax Iversifica­
Rhetor'ic tion 
Compo s ition 
FiguSe~egh . 
---p- ----"'=-11------+-- - --+------+- --­
Syntax Prosody AnalvsisPro s ody I U
of 
Sent cH'-ces 
, 
_------- -1 f-------+-----­
Prosody 
+--- .--- -.~, -.- -~ 
---_._._ - --'----­
--_.­
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Gree:--T-HOlbro0:-r~:s~~:~t.:-TBullions Swint.on 
1862 1 867 1 1873 i 1876 18'77 
J !
=r===1 Classifi:' 
Ort.hog- Orthog- 1 Orthoepy I cation & Etymology 

raphy raphy I Pro_~erties !
I:i' Iof "wrds I 
---- '- _··-------4 
'
,I -r--.----­
Synte.xOrthog­ Syntnx 
ra phy 
Etymology Etymology 
+----,­
Syntax EtymologySyntax Analysis i Analysis 
The Sen­
tence'A­
-----i-----····-­
Prosody Prosody Syntax Icompos.l­
tiOD 

I 
I 
-. 
I 
-:'Book a g ram-
Composi­ I Prosody I ~ar pure andtion sirnple. Auth-
I II or r ec oI11mends 
. I that it be 
_______~'_.____'-\-__ ________ ___+______,___..---r.t:::_~in ~~nh"-
,nee '-'.Lon WJ. ' 
I ihis SchoolI IAnnlye" Imp~ 
leW7 
= 
The Sen­
t ence: 
the Parts 
of Speech 
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I ----r 
Whitney Reed and Ridpath I Lyte i Higdon~Ke llogg , I . 
1877 1 1880_ 1~B6 I 1890_
Sentence 1- 1Ele; lents i Introduc ­
and the 
Parts of I(Parts of ~roperties 
Speech i1 Speech & pf Parts of I Sent;,mce) Speech, Sen­
-+-_____t-_________....It .ences, . 
Elements Phrases,Inf l e ction I 
& Class ifi- Par ts of I 1& Analysis plauses. 
Speech Syntax ofcati on of 
Parts ofSubdivided Sentences
.. Parts of 
Speechspeech 
+-------T-----·-­
----- -1-- ! 
Posit ion, ';ocJ ifi ca- Analysis 
Syntax tions of Prosody of Par ts or 
Par-cs of of Sentences 
Spe ech Speech I 
·1 -- ----+ 
II Cla:'1ses & 
Composi­ IProperties 
tion i of Partsi of 
, Speech 
.---- .~'--1 
I 
- - -J.----t-----­
El ements I 
of Compo- I' 
sition 
. I 
-J- r----·---­--r - -­
I I 

Ib8 
Wisely Earle I Milne Baker and Sewell 1895 Baskerville 19071896 1897 1900 
.~~~~""i'- ---- - 0 -, ­-1 	 -­i 1:Sen tence I p&rt-s of I senten~~ Parts of 
Speech 
Parts of 
a s a I Speech I 	 Speech & 
SentenceI Who le I 
Modifica­ Cle.ssifica­
Analysis 
-t----------1------
Classes 
, of I SyntaxISentences 
I I 
tions and tion and 
of Relations Propert ies 

Sentences 
 of Parts of Parts 
of Spee ch of Spe ech 
. 	 i
---+----- _ ._----j-­
I Classes & I II I Sentence iI 

Syntax ! U_ses of Prosody Structure I 

---------~I co~::::- -t---­
I tion of I Prose 
VOrdS, Coruposi-
' 
i 
j Phrases & tion-I 
I Clauses I 
! 	 II 
------t-- II P:rts of I- Sentences .. 
Spee ch I for I 
I ! Analysis I 
I 	 I
I 
l-	 .__---+________._ 
Syntax 
!i~~~~~ns 
or Illus. 
n Grammar. . . ' 
pportuni ty for Iml ta-::-"-l ~ 
ltiion Ideal in 'Vri ting 1 
_______ ----10pics in Comp0s.i t1..0_n_".. ___..___. 
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Fernald IBlount & Dengler I ~Vard IFrazee and 
1 Northup 1 I '-,fells 
1908 ! 1914 1914 i 1917 1 1921 
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Parts 
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Speech & j Speech Sen tence Single tence and 
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I i Parts of 
Building I Parts of !Simple sen- I Part s of 
of the sentences Speech ~ences. One Speech 
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------.-----.--~-
Cross H07;rt and fl.lanner Baker a.nd IPa.ul and 
Hoyt Goddard r,li1Je r 
1922 i 1923 I 1928 I 1928 '1929 
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~1emGn ts 
of a 
Senten ce 
Parts of 
Speeeh 
, Structure 
of 
I· Text EXer ­
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and. Its 
Parts 
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I oen"Genees 
;:lentenee I I 
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'fhe Parts 
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--------t­ , 
of Speech &1 
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The Forms 
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Parts of 
Spee c h Partg of Parts of 
fl e etions &:,ClasSifica­ in Speech Speech 
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Usage ISentences Drill I 
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t udy, pre 
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i le iS wri ti.ng
'composi tion and. oral 
of and written 
I Let ters I I 
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Composition " Every 
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